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The State of Rice
The issues at Rice University over the last half of the 1980s
centered around tightening budgets, curriculum revisions,
increased attention to interdisciplinary study and the beginning of construction on two major buildings. Rice President
George Rupp discusses the state of the university as Rice
enters the 1990s.
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Jewel-bedecked dancers and ceremonies led by former
Buddhist monks are not traditionally found in the Methodist churches of Dallas, Texas. But, as writer Scheleen
Johnson notes, Grace United Methodist Church is anything
but traditional these days.
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Donna Martin, King Walters, A. Frank Smith Jr. and J. How.ard Creekmore join.he ranks this year as Distinguished
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readers through a review of their achievements.
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Letters
A Different Perspective
Readers of the Sallyport winter issue might
have found themselves wondering if Francis
Loewenheim's "Alibi of a Civilization" said
what Mr. MeTaggart's letter says it said. To
check my own recollection, I turned to the
Fall '89 issue—an easy task since it's the only
issue I've saved in recent years.
Dr. Loewenheim's article makes this
point: an examination of diplomats' reports
and newspapers from the 1930s destroys the
alibi that the Western democracies were
unaware of Hitler's program until it was too
late to alter its course. Moreover, our own
failure fully to perceive and to acknowledge

this weight of responsibility, despite all evidence to the contrary, is pIrt of our legacy
from the political and intellectual leaders of a
previous generation. As evidence of this
failure to perceive, Dr. Loewenheim notes the
"strange and puzzling" lack of a "collection
of foreign and diplomatic reporting on the
coming and history of the Holocaust." I hope
Dr. Loewenheim will consider the undertaking of such a record, to set beside his well-received Roosevelt and Churchill: Their Secret
Wartime Correspondence.
I wonder how Mr. McTaggart decided that
responsible historiography is not advanced by
the sorts of evidence and conclusions found
in Dr. Loewenheim's Sallyport piece. Perhaps
from Mr. McTaggares perspective Dr.
Loewenheim's article dealt with unpleasant
home truths in too straightforward a manner.
Mr. McTaggart spends much of his letter
reacting to what was said in a single sentence
in Dr. Loewenheim's account, a sentence in
which he used the word "unprecedented" to
describe the Holocaust. From the disproportion of Mr. McTaggart's response, he seems
to be not so much addressing the points
made in the Loewenheim article as using
them as a springboard to his real agendum:
the "non-uniqueness of the Holocaust" thesis.
This idea has its defenders, including in
recent years the German historians Ernst
Nolte and Andreas Hillgruber.
To Mr. McTaggart I say this: where besides
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the Third Reich do we see a nation establishing a policy of guilt by birth, and implementing this policy by means of a death penalty
meted out to all men, women and children
so born, in a state-organized program of
annihilation? Failure to recognize that the
Holocaust was such a program clouds the
distinction between it and other horrors.
This failure is also related to the very
"alibi" Dr. Loewenheim's article asks us to
examine. How long will Western civilization
remain in denial? Until we confront the
deepest meaning of the line from the
Reform Jewish prayer quoted by Dr. Loewenheim:"Some are guilty, all are responsible."
My own coming to terms with the past included Dr. Loewenheim's course in modern
European history. I can still remember the
"lamps are going out all over Europe" lecture. I can still see on the blackboard:
"1938: The Nadir of Freedom," partly, I
must confess, because I remember wondering at the time exactly what "nadir" meant.
This week I will arrive at 1938 in my own European history class. I hope my students—
like those of us in Dr. Loewenheim's class 29
years ago—will not be left with any toocomfortable position from which to assess
the democracies' response to the Third
Reich.
Kathryn Pulley Respess '61
Austin, Texas
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Taking the Student
Pulse, Take II
After he saw the "Taking the Student Pulse" student survey in our
last issue, alumnus Doug Dailey
'58 wrote to tell Scdlyport of one
set of results we had, unfortunately, forgotten to mention. He
even enclosed a clip from the
Houston Chronicle, detailing plans
for the condom survey conducted
on campus during AIDS Awareness
Week last November.
The Great Condom Handout
and Survey was the brainchild of
Cynthia Lanier, director of the
Rice Health Education Office since
its inception in August 1989. As a
health educator, Lanier has a dual
tesPonsibilitv to educate students
about health issues that are often
encountered on campuses—including drug use, sexual health
and nutrition—and to help them
face those issues in a constructive,
Positive way.
The condom handout was just
cute way she tried to focus attention on sexual safety during AIDS
A
wareness Week. Modeled on a
similar program at Stanford Univers
,itY, the survey was designed to
'flake students more comfortable
di
scussing AIDS and condoms.
Student volunteers stationed outside Fondren
Library handed out
Packets containing five different
brands of
Survey condoms along with the
which asked students to
evaluate the condoms in five different areas.
"I stressed to
the students that
You don't have
to
do the obvious to
test the
condoms," Lanier says.
True to their character, Rice
Tilticients took up her challenge.
e. eY seemed to regard the exer:
i se as quality control and went at
th all the systematic fervor of
ineir collective
engineering backgerounds. "One student sent all the
80.ndorris back in an envelope. He
aid he put
them through his

"We didn't enforce the fact
that they had to bring a letter,"
says Guay, who organized the party
with Barry Donovan '90, Mark
Brindley '90 and Larry Gelbaugh
'90. "But everyone there was a
graduating senior. The party was
aimed at making seniors realize
that even though they're getting
these letters, they're not alone."
The college governments, Student Association Senate and the
Career Services Center donated a
total of $400 to the group, which
used the money to buy beer at the
Pub."We decided to have the
party there to show our support
for the Pub after the four years of
good times we've had there," Guay
says. "And this was the perfect
time of the year to have the party
because companies have already
done their initial interviewing and
students without offers are really
starting to panic."
But if a senior hasn't yet gotten
an acceptance letter, it's not too
late. Bob Sanborn, director of the
Career Services Center, also attended the party. He said that by
graduation in May,80 percent of
the seniors had landed a job or
been accepted to graduate school.
"Part of the fun of the party was
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that it was also a celebration of
people getting jobs," Sanborn says.
"Yes, they got rejection letters,
but they could laugh at those companies because they'd been hired
by someone else."
Besides the allure of free beer,
the party also offered competitions
in categories such as "most original rejection letter" (all were
fairly similar—how many ways can
you say "no"?),"most original interview question" ("What's the
Deutsch mark-Japanese yen exchange rate?"), and "biggest messup"(one student went to the
wrong interview). There were no
prizes, but the seniors got a good
laugh at their own expense.
Even the background music was
geared to the rejected, with party
tapes full of such appropriate hits
as the Beatles'"I'm a Loser,"
Buddy Holly's "Mailman Bring Me
No More Blues," and U2's "Still
Haven't Found (What I'm Looking
For)." Students listened to the
words and took them anywhere
but to heart, lending an upbeat
air to the surroundings. Disney's
"Whistle While You Work" turned
out to be the audience favorite.
—Stories by Debbie Schmidt
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Just Say No
With the $6 left over from this
year's party, Jones College Senator
Ed Guay '90 moved that the Student Association create a budget
for the soon-to-be-annual Rejection Letter Party. The event, which
took place in the Pub March 19,
was held in honor of all graduating
seniors, who were asked to bring
at least one rejection letter from
the company or school of their
choice.
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Crutch Durability Test—he put
them over the ends of his crutches
and walked around campus—and
they all failed," Lanier laughs.
While the results of the survey
are unscientific (students returned
only 30 of the 400 questionnaires
she gave out), she did compile the
results. The overall winner, taking
first place in three of the five categories, was the Gold Coin brand.
But the real measure of success
was whether or not this gimmicky
hand-out got students to talk
about condoms and AIDS. In this
category, the survey came out
miles ahead.
"We wanted to desensitize students to talking about condoms,"
she says. "I can tell them how to
put on a condom, but if I don't get
them to talk to their mates, then
it won't work, no matter how
much they know about the statistics or the risks. This was to make
students more comfortable discussing these issues."
Deserving praise for her originality and the attention-getting
potential of the survey, Lanier also
showed her sense of humor. At the
end of the week, in recognition of
her work in promoting AIDS
Awareness Week, the Thresher
honored Lanier with a Back Page
tribute.
"Among other things, the Back
Page ran a list of'The Ten Things
We Learned in AIDS Awareness
Week.' At the top of the list, the
number-one thing they learned is
that 'students can't keep up with
Cynthia Lanier in condom use,"
she laughs.
"The Back Page editor came by
to make sure it didn't offend me,
but quite the contrary—I thought
it was humorous and thoughtful to
recognize the efforts."
Lanier says she'll conduct the
survey again next year, although
she plans to promote a greater response by having it read more like
a ballot and less like scientific research.
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The Joy of Math
A Rice University mathematical
sciences professor has been named
by the National Research Council
in Washington, D.C., as one of
America's 20 most influential leaders in minority math education.
Richard Tapia, professor of
mathematical sciences and associate director of minority programs
at Rice, received the award as part
of the "Making Mathematics Work
for Minorities" project by the
NRC's Mathematical Sciences Education Board.
One of Tapia's minority efforts
is his Mathematical and Computational Science Awareness summer
course for secondary and middleschool teachers. Each summer,
Tapia brings about 50 Houstonarea teachers to the Rice campus,
where they visit with scientists,
business professionals and educators about careers in the sciences
for minorities.
The summer program has been
recognized as a national model by
the National Science Foundation.
Last year, the California Institute
of Technology started a summer
program similar to Tapia's, and he
will participate in the CalTech program this summer.
Tapia also participates in the
Rice "Spend a Summer with a Scientist" program, which brings minority students to campus each
summer to assist Rice faculty
members with research.

placed in orbit—will observe the
universe for 15 years or more and
expand what we now know of the
universe by 300 percent.
"I feel mighty good and very
proud of the observatory," says
O'Dell. "It will put us virtually at
the edge of the observable universe."
A professor at the University of
Chicago when NASA selected him
as lead scientist on the space telescope project in 1971, O'Dell
spent 10 years as a project scientist at the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala. He now
continues working on the Space
Telescope as senior adviser for the
project and leader of the Observatory Scientists Team.
In that capacity, O'Dell will
spend the next four years judging
the performance of the observatory and will be one of the first to
see the images sent by the telescope from space.
"Rice students will be the biggest beneficiaries of the data coming in during that period because
we've always had to work within
the framework of someone else's
telescope," he says. "Now we have
a telescope that belongs to us all,
and we're not at a disadvantage for
not owning one. It's the chance for
Rice to be at the forefront of astronomical research."

Rice in Space, Part I
It took 19 years and the highestaltitude shuttle orbit ever
achieved, but Bob O'Dell finally
saw the Hubble Space Telescope
launched aboard "Discovery" from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., April 24.
O'Dell, a Rice University space
physics and astronomy professor,
for several crucial years headed development of the telescope, hailed
as one of the world's great scientific instruments. The 43-foot,
25,000-pound telescope—the largest astronomical observatory ever
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Rice in Space, Part II
They are at opposite ends of the
space-travel spectrum—an astronaut chosen during NASA's Apollo
dynasty and a newly selected astronaut who will be part of the futuristic-sounding space station and
the space shuttles that will travel
there. Both, however, are Rice scientists.

Curt Michel, chosen as an
astronaut in 1964, and Jeff Wisoff,
recently named astronaut candidate, are two of seven astronauts
with Rice connections.
A former Air Force fighter pilot, Michel was teaching space
physics and astronomy at Rice
when NASA selected him to be a
scientist-astronaut. He abandoned
the program in 1969 when he realized the wait for a flight might
take 15 years; he wanted to return
to research. "Researchers have
their own biological clocks," says
Michel. "If they don't do anything
by the time they're 40, they don't
feel accomplished. You can't
knock off too long."
Michel does not regret his decision to continue his work in relativistic astrophysics. "Even though
most of the mission specialists are
highly trained and have high degrees of education, what they're
really doing is flying someone
else's experiment," he says.
Wisoff, an assistant professor in
the electrical and computer engineering department at Rice, does
not mind being the shuttle "truck
driver" who carries experiments
into space: "Lots of university experiments are launched into space,
and it's rewarding to me to see research move outside the ivory towers of a university and be translated into national projects with
far-reaching effects."
Wisoff hopes to have a space
flight by 1993, when space-station
plans are in full swing. "I believe
lasers and materials science will be
the future of space," he says. NASA
is hiring astronauts from many different backgrounds to contribute
to the scientific aspect of research
in space flight.
Wisoff, who came to Rice in
1986, develops high-intensity,
short-pulse lasers, as well as teaching quantum mechanics, electricity and magnetism. His astronaut
training begins in July.
Along with Wisoff and 21 other
astronaut candidates, Jim Newman
(M.S. '82, Ph.D.'84) was selected
in January as an astronaut candidate. An adjunct assistant professor in the Rice space physics and
astronomy department, Newman
conducts research in atomic and
molecular physics.
As simulation supervisor at the
Johnson Space Center, Newman
conducts flight-crew and controlteam training for all mission
phases in the areas of orbiter propulsion, guidance and control. He
also oversees a team of instructors

Jeff It isoff

conducting flight-controller training.
Another recent astronaut candidate, Janice Voss studied experimental atomic physics in a Rice
doctoral program from 1978-1980.
After changing her focus to engineering, she continued her doctoral work at MIT. She now works
for Orbital Sciences Corp. as manager of integration and operations
of Transfer Orbit Stage.
A mission specialist since 1979,
Jeff Hoffman (M.S.'88) made his
first space flight in April 1985 attempting to rescue a malfunctioning satellite. Hoffman is now in
flight training as a mission specialist on the crews of STS-46 and
STS-35, a nine-day Spacelab mission scheduled for launch in 1990
that will feature the ASTRO-1 ultraviolet astronomy laboratory.
Aboard Hoffman's STS-46
seven-day mission, also scheduled
for launch in 1990, the crew will
deploy the European Retrievable
Carrier, a free-flying science platform, and will also demonstrate
the Tethered Satellite System, a
joint project between NASA and
the Italian Space Agency.
Selected as an astronaut cancltdate in June 1985, Tammy Jernigan (Ph.D.'88) is in flight training
as a mission specialist on the crew
of STS-40, scheduled for launch
this summer.
The seventh Rice astronaut is
John Bull '57, selected as an
Apollo astronaut in 1966. Bull left
the astronaut corps in 1968 but
continued to work for NASA as a
research scientist until his 1989
retirement.
—Kathie Krause
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Two-for-One

They Love Luce

In the Works

The Teaching Touch

In our increasingly technological
business environment, managers
must understand not only the economics of their markets but also
the technical intricacies of their
firms or services. Beginning in fall
1990, the George R. Brown School
of Engineering and the Jesse H.
Jones Graduate School of Administration will give students an opportunity to increase their technical expertise and learn management skills through the joint Master of Engineering/Master of Business Administration degree.
"There is clearly an interest in
this type of joint degree," says
Jones School Dean Benjamin F.
Bailar. "We believe it will be an
attractive option for those who are
Planning to pursue either a Master
of Engineering or an MBA and
Wish to take the opportunity to get
both degrees."
To enter this special master's
program, applicants must be accepted by both the Jones School
and the engineering department in
Which they wish to enroll. School
Engineering departments offering the non-thesis master's degree
are chemical engineering, civil engineering, computer science, electrical and computer engineering,
environmental science and engineering, mathematical sciences,
and mechanical engineering and
materials science.
Ordinarily, the non-thesis engidneering degree takes one acaLenlic year to complete, whereas
the MBA
requires two. Joint-degree candidates, however, can
e,ntriplete requirements for both
aegrees in two academic .years and

Two Rice alumni recently received
Luce Scholar awards from the
Henry Luce Foundation. Rice
nominee Paul Harney, a 1988
architecture graduate, received
one of the 18 national awards. Fellow class member Ryan McDonald
was also named a Luce Scholar.
Harney is currently with the architectural firm of Rebecca L. Binder
MA Architecture and Planning in
Playa del Ray, Calif. He hopes to
be assigned to an architectural
firm in Japan. McDonald was nominated by the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, where he is a
graduate student in electrical
engineering. The Luce Scholar
Program is directed toward developing a broader understanding of
Asia and Asian peoples among future leaders of the United States
by providing a year's experience of
living and working in Asia with all
basic expenses paid.

Homecoming 1990 is already in
the planning stages, and it appears
as if there will be more events than
ever before—something to interest
everyone.
Activities are planned beginning Thursday, Nov. 8, with the
Shepherd School's Concert and
Champagne Reception. Activities
will continue through Sunday, Nov.
11—Veterans Day—with a "Salute
to Veterans" in the Rice Chapel
and a volunteer activity with the
Rice Student Volunteer Program.
In addition to the class reunion
parties, several other reunions are
in the planning stages. The usual
reunions for the band, cheerleaders, Rally Club, athletes, minority
groups and young alumni will take
place. Efforts are also being made
to organize reunions for the literary societies, Jones School alumni
and architecture alumni. There is
a "non-reunion" party being
planned for those who don't have a
reunion party to go to on Friday or
Saturday night.
For the "players" among us,
games in which alumni can participate are planned throughout the
weekend. On Friday, there will be
an alumni tennis tournament on
campus, a golf tournament and
lunch at Brae Burn Country Club,
and a bridge tournament Friday
night in the RMC. There may also
be games Friday afternoon in
Willy's Pub at "happy hour."
Alumni can also participate in a
Fun Run, soccer game, rugby
match or other activities.
The theme of homecoming this
year centers around the 1990 Economic Summit, whose meetings
will be held on campus in midJuly. A "behind-the-scenes" look at
the Summit is being planned for
Saturday morning. Early on Saturday, the alumni association will
hold its Golden R Coffee for those
alumni who have been out of
school 50 years or longer. Other
Saturday events will include a buffet luncheon in the student center,
followed by the 2 p.m. kick-off for
the homecoming game against
SMU.
Anyone interested in volunteering help to the various event
chairs, please contact Carolyn
Woodruff(713-665-0210) or the
alumni office (713-527-4057).
Above all, be sure to mark your
calendars and plan to join us for
Rice's 1990 Homecoming on Nov.
8-11.

Richard J. Stoll of political science
has received the 1990 George R.
Brown Prize for Excellence in
Teaching. The six George R. Brown
Awards for Superior Teaching were
awarded to: Gilbert M. Guthbertson of political science; Terrence A. Doody, English; Thomas
L. Haskell, history; B. Frank Jones,
mathematics; Richard J. Smith,
history; and Gale Stokes, history.
Stephen A. Zeff of accounting won
the 1990 Nicolas Salgo Distinguished Teacher Award.
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The Rice Student Volunteer Program recently won the National
Creative Education Partnership
Award for its
cooperative educational
programs with the Houston
Independent School District. The
award ls sponsored by the National
Association of Partners in Education
Watknainds,OMN/ magazine. Elaine
student coordinator for
!tSVP, accepted the award Feb. 26
In Dallas. Nine awards were made
nationany
to programs that proeducational opportunities
Lhrough innovative partnerships.
4"WP won the community division
°ficouperative programs with large
senuol districts.

Pay-Up Time
U.S. Secretary of Education Lauro
F. Cavazos recently announced a
special grace period for borrowers
currently in default to pay off their
federally guaranteed student loans
without penalty.
Under the student loan payoff
program, which began on March 1,
borrowers who have defaulted on
federally guaranteed student loans
may contact the guarantee agency
holding the loan and arrange to
repay it in full, without penalty,
before Aug. 31, 1990.
Payment in full of principal and
interest due on defaulted loans
will save borrowers the cost of penalties, administrative charges and
collection fees—costs that can total up to 35 percent of the debt.
At Rice, Tom Mays is available
at (713) 527- 4072 to answer
questions about the payoff program.

Good as Gold
E. Fay Jones (M.AR.'51) has received the American Institute of
Architects' 1990 Gold Medal
Award for his designs. The Gold
Medal, the highest honor the AIA
bestows on its members, was presented on Feb. 22 in Washington,
D.C. Among Jones' many building
designs, best-known is Thorncrown
Chapel in Eureka Springs, Ark.

Placement Exams
The Rice University College Bowl
team defeated four other teams,
including last year's defending
champion Minnesota, to reach
fourth place in the national College Bowl meet held April 27-29 at
the University of Minnesota. Rice
placed fourth overall behind the
University of Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
George Washington University.

On the
Booksheii
•Cryogenic Process Engineering
by Thomas M. Flynn '54 (B.S. '55).
Plenum Press.
'Midstream by Le Anne
Schreiber '67. Viking Books.
•A Sociological Study of Secularization Trends in the American
Catholic University by Frank D.
Schubert, Kenedy Research Associate, Rice Department of Religious
Studies. Edwin Mellen Press.
•Stand Up Poetry, edited by
Charles H. Webb '70. Red Wind
Books.
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The
State
of
Rice
A look at today's university
by George Rupp
President, Rice University
As I look around the Rice campus in the
beginning of this new decade, I see all of us
hard at work to stay the course, to continue
to be the kind of institution that Rice at its
best has always aspired to be. We are doing
that at a tougher time than we have been
accustomed to in the past.
There are five characteristics of Rice that
I see as crucial: first, that we be of the highest quality; second, that we are deliberately
small in scale; third, that we are affordable,
even to those students of limited means;
fourth, that we are focused on undergraduate education; and fifth, that we are, nonetheless, a center of research and scholarship.
Those five characteristics sound to those of
us who have been around Rice like apple pie
and motherhood, but they are really very
distinctive in combination, as compared to
virtually any other institution.
It is important that we realize we cannot
try to do everything, that we do have to
set priorities. We cannot just imitate larger, more differentiated, higher-priced
institutions. Nonetheless, in going our own
distinctive way—no matter how much we set
priorities, no matter how much we remain
true to what this university is about—we are
holding together ambitions, embodied in
those five characteristics, that are not often,
if ever, combined elsewhere. That is of great
value, to try to do something that is different
from what everybody else is doing, but like
most great values, it does not come cheaply.
It is thus very important for us to face up to
the tremendous demands on resources involved in maintaining that identity.
A quick review of the five characteristics
just outlined illustrates this point. Highest
quality speaks for itself; it is not easy to pay
for. But the other characteristics also drive
up the cost of what we do, though not necessarily the price.
To be deliberately small in scale, we give
up all kinds of sources of economies of scale.
An obvious case that we have been faced with
in the last couple of budget years has been

our efforts to get a computing infrastructure on campus. This type of undertaking is
enormously expensive, and it does not scale
to the number of students. To get a backbone in, to have fiber optics, to have all of
what we didn't have in the past, is a major
investment that we amortize over 4,000
students and 400-plus faculty. It would not
have to be exactly the same, but it certainly
would not be ten times as costly, if we had
40,000 students. Similarly, the investment
in a research library is not substantially
different whether you have 4,000 students
or 40,000 students. We have rebuilt the acquisitions budget in the last couple of years,
and we are going to build Fondren into a
first-class library.
The affordable characteristic seems to
me to be self-evident; we have low tuition,
and we have recycled 60 percent of that
tuition as financial aid. To put it in market
tern-is, it is a low sticker price and a steep
discount.
That we are focused on undergraduates,
again, is what the best institutions say they
aspire to do, but too often do not, in fact,
do. We have, for the most part, faculty
members teaching students. It doesn't take
much imagination to see that one way of
saving money would be to have large lecture
courses and have most sections taught by
graduate students. We can all do arithmetic
well enough to know what an enormous savings that would be. It would not, however,
benefit our undergraduates, to whom we
have made a commitment to provide the
best education possible.
Finally, we are a center of research and
scholarship--research in the sciences and
Fugineering, and also scholarship in the
numanities and social sciences. It is extremely unusual for an institution this small
to have
that aspiration for research and
scholarship across the whole spectrum. If
You take schools of comparable scale—
Dartmouth and Caltech, for example—each
of them in effect buys half of the pie: at Calthe research is focused on science and
Fugineering; Dartmouth does not really
ilaVe any Ph.D. programs in the sciences. We
aye a small
place that insists not only on
f_pc.using on undergraduates, but also on
uomg research and having faculty members
waeross that whole spectrum. I don't think
C want to be like many other major private
r_esearch universities—either heavily focused
`,."1 humanities and social sciences or a
lechnical school.
, In a sense, we can be a model of what
nigher
hthIs education, at its best, has been in
country. We're coming into our own by
aendving held to that identity, focusing on
n_ e
.
g t.edrgraduates, and having carefully tarresearch and scholarly programs. It is
g°11-1g to be very tough to pull off. We are all

going to have to pitch in, and we're going to
have to get money from all the sources that
we can. We will have to raise tuition more
than we would like to, squeeze research
grants and funding agencies more than we
would like to, and get more in the way of
fund raising. More sources of revenue are
going to be required, or we are not going to
be able to stay the course.
My sense of the state of the university is
that there is tension in the system because
we're trying to do that, because we haven't
given up on one dimension or another at a
time when the resource constraints have
become much, much tighter.
Following are updates on a few of the
more exciting programs and activities going
on at Rice.
Curriculum
Revision
As you well know, in
1986 we began the
lengthy process of
evaluating and designing changes in
the undergraduate
curriculum. Out of
that process came
the proposal for a series of foundation
courses and what we call "coherent minors"
to help our students graduate with an
informed acquaintance of disciplines far removed from their majors. Students majoring
in science or engineering study in the
humanities and social sciences; conversely,
humanities and social sciences students
take courses in the sciences and engineering. Beyond the knowledge gained through
the mandatory foundation courses, students
either forge a coherent program of courses
that qualify as a minor or at least take further distribution courses.
The foundation courses have been
mounted and are completing their second
year as a mandatory part of the Rice curriculum. We have very substantial numbers
of faculty members teaching students and
taking them very seriously. It is an achievement that has resulted from a very hard,
collective effort on the part of both Rice
faculty and students. The courses have not
been without problems. But, as you know, a
review committee is now looking carefully
at all of the foundation courses and especially at the basic natural sciences/mathematics course. On the basis of that review,
we are confident those courses will be even
better.
The coherent minors are now also in the
process of being mounted. There are now
nine minors in the humanities and social
sciences that will be available next fall; four
minors in science and engineering have

1

been planned, with a few more in the works
on the biosciences.

Information Technology Institute a $22.9
million grant for a science and technology
center in parallel computation. Space has
been renovated in Fondren Library on the
The Institutes
In 1987, we at Rice
north wing for that center and for the CITI
began implementing
offices. The institute has drawn together a
a strategy to build
cluster of faculty that we could not have in
our strengths in rethe computer science department alone—
search and scholartotal CITI membership now is 42 people,
affiliated with nine different departments.
ship by identifying
•
niches into which
One of the interesting features of the Cenour relatively small
ter for Research in Parallel Computation
(CRPC) is its program in minority affairs,
scale offered us a
comparative advantage. That strategy inwhich has gained national attention.
volved establishing research institutes
The most interesting recent development
through which faculty members of different
of the Center for the Study of Institutions
disciplines could collaborate on projects of
and Values is the pulling together of 40
mutual interest.
faculty members (30 from our own School
The model for our approach was the Rice
of Social Sciences) to work on a combined
Quantum Institute, which since the midstudy of Houston that uses the research
1970s has fostered joint research programs
tools and capacities of faculty across the
of scientists and engineers whose common
social sciences. It is an effort that would not
interests center on the study of light and
have happened five years ago.
matter at the atomic level but whose acaFinally, the Institute for Biosciences and
demic appointments are scattered across the
Bioengineering has been conducting major
departments of chemistry, physics, space
research in its three labs—the Laboratory of
physics and astronomy, electrical and comBasic Medical Sciences, the Laboratory of
puter engineering, and mechanical engineerBiomedical Engineering, and the Laboratory
ing and materials science.
of Biochemical and Genetic Engineering.
On the RQI model, we have since begun
In short, these five clusters have quietly
work in four additional institutes, each drawbeen cooking along, generating a lot of
ing faculty members from across the university excitement and achievements. I think it is
to collaborate on interdisciplinary research.
especially important that the funding for
They are: the Institute for Biosciences
these institutes has all occurred during a
and Bioengineering; the Center for the
time of very significant financial restraint.
Study of Institutions and Values; the Computer and Information Technology Institute;
Building Projects
and the Center for Cultural Studies. Each of
Given the economic
the four new institutes became operational
climate of the last
in 1988.
couple of years, it is
The Center for Cultural Studies has been
remarkable that
a Very important recruiting center in terms
two new buildings
of attracting faculty members we might not
are going up on the
otherwise have attracted. We have also reRice campus. Alice
ceived the first major Rockefeller Foundation
Pratt Brown Hall,
grant in the history of the university for a
which will house the
postdoctorate fellows program. There has
Shepherd School of Music, is being conbeen a two-year seminar cycle that includes
structed on the playing-field area west of
internally released faculty members as parHerring Hall. The instructional wing of the
ticipants. The second two-year seminar, on
building will open this coming fall and the
Rhetoric and Representation, is underway; it
performance wing a year later. George R.
involves distinguished visitors as well as our
Brown Hall, which will provide a home for
internal fellows. There is a lot of ferment
education and research in the biosciences
going on that certainly builds on activities
and bioengineering, is being built in the
that were underway before the Center for
area between the Biology and Chemistry
Cultural Studies was formed.
buildings. It is expected to open by January
The Rice Quantum Institute also has been
1991.
important in recruiting faculty in a number
Fund raising has been completed for conof key cases, and RQI has also begun to be
struction of the two buildings, and in both
important in recruiting graduate students.
cases we were able to surpass our targets. It
In three years, the externally funded research
is a major achievement for both sides of the
affiliated with RQI faculty has doubled from
Rice campus—humanities and arts, and
$3 million to $6 million.
science and engineering.
During the past year, the National Science Foundation awarded the Computer and
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Fund Raising
Fund raising is an
issue that is absolutely crucial if we
are going to achieve
4.4
the goals we have
set for ourselves.
The doubters who
.\
felt we didn't need
fund raising since
we were so "rich" have increasingly realized
that we do need more money. This university cannot retain the quality it has and
build more quality without resources.
We still do not have altogether complete
agreement on the best tactics for imple$
of getting more
resources. There continues to be some resistance toward having a conventional capital
campaign rather than an ongoing major
gifts campaign. This is a subject we will be
discussing in detail in the near term. But
whether as an ongoing major gifts campaign
or as a formal capital campaign, we without
question will be seeking substantially increased support.
•

• 0

••

The Economic
Summit
As most of you
know, Rice University has been selected as the site of
plenary sessions for
the 1990 Economic
Summit of Industrialized Nations, to
be held this July.
We are currently in the process of preparing for this event, which will bring to
Rice the leaders of seven nations and the
European Common Market, along with their
delegations. Rice University will be attracting attention in the world media that we
probably would never have gotten otherwise.
The Summit will no doubt cause all of us
very considerable inconveniences. But the
benefits of being part of such an international event will surely outweigh the costs.
The preceding was adaptedfrom remarks
made by President George Rupp at the Feb.
13faculty meeting.

by rt.fiet-nj4n5L3

With Grace Church as the anchor, a league of
nations and a group of "durable saints" join
Bill and Corinne Bryan in reviving an inner-city
Dallas neighborhood.

unbji morning at46rarr4.1nit-0jflpthoI.5t4rhurrh.
Sunlight flIttr5 throujh
trabittontil, 5tainttilkos
winbows onto au atisntim
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uvt115. 41htt 5.3-war-alb
allinp crumblps inplans,
but Mit builDinp itsftlf
stanb,s, 5frons anb stitniv

Enter bead-footed Cambodian dancers
wearing gold headdresses and wrapped in
sequined silk. They walk to the altar as
Cambodian music drifts from a tape machine in the corner and begin performing
solemnly as a tall, Texas minister and a
diminutive, converted-Buddhist monk offer
communion to the parishioners.
The dancers are not a traditional backdrop for a United Methodist communion
service in Dallas, Texas. But, these days,
Grace United Methodist Church is anything
but traditional.
Rev. William Jennings Bryan III and his
wife, Corinne Clemons Bryan, have revitalized this inner-city church by focusing on
mission work in the eclectic East Dallas
community around it—a mammoth task
since the members of Grace Church often
find common ground only in their faith and
the neighborhood in which they live.
The Grace membership includes more
than five racial groups and spans four
generations. They are the very old and the
very young; urban professionals and the
homeless; young couples, single parents and
divorcees; Cambodians, Hispanics, American
blacks, West Africans and Caucasians.
The indigent with no other place to go,
older people intent on keeping their childhood homes, refugees who have landed in
Dallas' Asian ghetto and young adults
determined to reclaim the city by leaving
the suburbs—they have joined together to
preserve and improve a neighborhood all
but forgotten by mainstream Dallas.
The tiny Grace Church provides the
neighborhood a cornucopia of services at
little or no cost:
•The Open Door Preschool, a multilingual study center, prepares students—
mostly Asian and Latin American—for
comfortable entry into Dallas schools. At
last count, 40 children representing seven
languages (including Spanish, Cambodian,
Laotian, Ethiopian and English) participate
in the $35-a-month program. Those who
cannot afford it receive tuition grants.
•The Agape Clinic provides free vaccinations, check-ups and other medical services
to children throughout the neighborhood.
Open every Saturday morning and staffed by
volunteer physicians and nurses, the clinic
served 1,200 children last year at a cost of
less than $1,000.
'Grace sponsors two sewing schools. The
Eye of the Needle offers participants a
chance to earn income by providing services
and goods to area residents. A Vietnamese
tailor runs the second program, conducting
classes in his native language.

'The neighborhood has access to a free
legal clinic on Thursday nights—possibly
the only program in the United States to
actually hold court in a church. Judge
Merrill Hartman, a family-court judge deeply
concerned about impoverished children,
donates his time, along with several attorneys who provide free aid.
Grace has also joined with six neighborhood churches to form the East Dallas
Cooperative Parish (EDCP). Together, the
churches provide more than 16 ministries
for the area's multi-racial neighborhoods.
Their services include food and job banks, a
day-care center, immigration assistance,
Cambodian and Spanish worship services,
senior citizens' home-companion services
and computer tutorials.
he eldest members of Grace
(or the "durable saints," as
Bill Bryan likes to call them),
some of whom have attended
the church for more than 50
years, can remember when the nearby
houses were brand new and their inhabitants a bit more conventional. These members of one of the oldest continuous congregations in East Dallas have seen a lot of
changes.
As one of the first white suburbs to
spring up around Dallas after 1900, the
neighborhood was called Mill Creek and the
church Grace Methodist Episcopal Church,
South. The congregation was all-white and
silk-stockinged, with a prestigious membership of nearly 2,000 that included three
Dallas mayors and one Texas governor. By
1939, Grace Church had to drop the
"South" from its name as the city's limits
rippled in wide circles further from downtown.
During the 1940s, denim overalls replaced the silk stockings, and by the 1960s.
different races and nationalities had moved
in—first blacks, then browns, then Vietnam
ese boat people, Cambodians, Laotians,
West Africans and, most recently, Afghans
and East Europeans.
By the '70s, the once-grand Mill Creek
and Munger Place neighborhoods had
become transitional areas of historic preservation-versus-slum; the homeless and mentally-ill wandered aimlessly past prostitutes,
liquor stores, used car lots and dilapidated
buildings. Grace Church became a quiet,
apathetic place where the "durable saints"
still showed up to worship on Sunday, but
few others joined them.

Bill Bryan and the children of Grace:finding a common ground'
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In 1981, a new minister arrived from the
Ecumenical Institute of Chicago, an innercity mission group that ministered to the
poor. Unfortunately, in his zeal to recruit
new members from the streets, Rev. L.E.
Philbrook Sr. ignored the "durable saints"
and their traditions, causing hard feelings.
As writer Richard West noted in D
Magazine in July 1988: "By the end of 1982,
monthly collections had dropped from
$8,000 to $2,500. Almost all the church
officers had resigned; church attendance
dropped from the usual 120 to 40 or 50
people. By December, Grace barely had
enough money to pay the bills. Worst of all,
some members refused to let Philbrook
conduct the funerals of loved ones. When he
announced in mid-December that he would
be out a few weeks because of a gall-bladder
operation, Grace Church paid his remaining
salary and told him not to return."
Enter Bill and Corinne Bryan.
Both Dallas natives and 1974 Rice graduates, the Bryans met at Rice their first day,
freshman year. They married the night
before graduation.
After three years as a traveling external
auditor, Corinne followed in the footsteps of
her banker-father and took a job with the
expanding NorthPark Bank of Dallas. With
Corinne as the senior vice-president and
auditor, "the bank has grown tenfold over
the past 11 years," Bill says proudly.
As for Bill, he grew up in the Dallas area
of Oak Cliff, where he attended the Kessler
Park United Methodist Church and worked
for his family's barbecue business. Founded
by Bill's great-grandfather in 1910, Bryan's
Smokehouse BBQ has become a Dallas
tradition and was recently listed by People
magazine as one of the top-10 "barbecue
joints" in the U.S. Unfortunately, due to bad
health, Bill's father sold the family business
earlier this year.
Still, Bill laughs when he notes that
while both he and his younger brother, a
dentist, have enough education to be called
"Dr. Bryan," they drive Volkswagens. Their
father, Sonny, who flunked out of Southern
Methodist University, owns a Mercedes.
Bill always knew he would go into the
seminary, but he had teaching in mind more
than preaching as he attended SMU's
Perkins School of Theology. Love for the
local church was born with his initial appointment as associate pastor to the First
United Methodist Church in Rockwall,
Texas. There, the Bryans saw the difference
a small, active church could make in
people's lives and in the community. Living

only 15 steps from the church's front door,
the Bryans were close to its members. They
ate together, played together, attended
each others' weddings and funerals.
year later, in what most would
call a promotion, Bill accepted
an appointment as associate
pastor at Arapaho United
Methodist Church in the
booming North Dallas suburb of Richardson.
There, Bill says, "you needed personalized
license plates to find your BMW. The two
churches were extreme opposites."
During their five-year tenure at Arapaho,
the Bryans helped build a new sanctuary,
and Bill recruited the first black member to
the suburban congregation—a Xerox executive from Washington, D.C.
At the same time, Bill began reading
Richard Foster and Mennonite literature,
which advocated a simple, moderate way of
life. Bill and Corinne thought they lived
rather modestly and, indeed, when compared to most of the other church members, they did. But in January 1983, they
decided to make a change. Life in the
suburbs had become just that. In addition
to their desire for a more modest environment, they felt that in order to be "Mennonite Dallasites" they could no longer hang
around outside the LBJ Freeway and pretend they were part of the city.

A

hen Bill entered the office of
the District Superintendent of
Methodism's Northeast District in January 1983, Rev. Bill
Stephenson must have thought
it a miracle. He and the other superintendents had agonized over where they could
find the rare young minister who was committed, smart, diplomatic, energetic and
sorely needed to replace L.E. Philbrook at
the small, inner-city Grace Church.
In walked Bill Bryan, asking for a transfer, not to the prestigious Highland Park
United Methodist Church but instead to any
inner-city church that needed him. His
request was granted, not in June when the
usual transfers are made, but a mere 13
days later.
On Feb. 6, 1983, Bill preached his first
sermon in the Grace pulpit.
Joining him that Sunday was a Cambodian refugee named Pa Nous Pan. A former
Buddhist monk, Pa was treated almost like a
prince in Cambodia—on ceremonial days,
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for example, servants carried him in a sedan
chair. After fleeing the country, he was
converted to Christianity in a Thai refugee
camp. Hired initially as an outreach worker
to assist the increasing Asian community in
East Dallas, Pa has since graduated from the
seminary and become the associate pastor.
The Bryans and fellow minister George
Holcombe helped raise money to pay for
Pa's education. The Grace congregation
also paid for a tutor to improve Pa's English. "We just sort of inherited each
Other...Pa has made unbelievable progress
in English, in education, in understanding
faith, in alternating Western and Eastern
cultures," Bill says. "He is an amazingly wise
guy."
Just as Pa has found a new faith and lives
In a new homeland, the Bryans have faced
Changes of their own.
One of the first things they did after
their move to Grace was to reopen the
nursery that had been closed for 15 years—
then, there had been no children in the
church.
Married nine years, the Bryans had tried,
to no avail, to have a child of their own.
Finally, after a number of fertility tests,
Operations and a miscarriage, the couple
applied for adoption with the Methodist
Mission Home in San Antonio shortly before
their transfer to Grace.
"When I first got here I didn't know if I
could handle it," admits Corinne. "I would
go down and keep the nursery, and there
Would be little 3-year-old Asian children
Wearing ankle-high hose with runners. It was
February, and that was the only covering on
their feet. I was afraid I was going to fall
apart."
But April rolled around, the weather
Warmed and the Methodist Mission Home
called to notify the Bryans that their name
had been reached on the adoption list—they
c?uld meet their new daughter the next day.
8
..111 Was the 29th pastor at Grace and the
bilrst in the church's long history to have a
„abY. As if it were a sign from God, the
durable saints" and the rest of the Grace
congregation celebrated the "birth" of
9atherine along with the "rebirth" of Grace
etinited Methodist Church.(Two years later,
be Bryans were surprised with the birth of
Christopher, now
5.)
ith the country trying to figure
out how to help those in need
and cut the deficit, President
Bush continuously calls on his
"thousand points of light" to
!'evitalize the American ideal of volunteer,1 sin. and neighbor-helping-neighbor. Grace
united
Methodist Church has become an in-

spirational role-model, one Bill thinks is
indicative of a new breed of church in the
U.S.
Many of the large churches that have
dominated the religious arena over the past
two decades have lost their sense of mission
and become too dependent on one leader,
he says—churches can no longer afford to
be just a nice place to visit once a week.
Indeed, the Methodist membership nationwide has declined from a peak of 11 million
in 1967 to 9.2 million in 1985 and continues to lose an estimated 1,000 members
each week.
But while preacher-centered churches
around the country are losing their appeal,
Bill believes those religious institutions with
a community identity and a mission will,
like Grace Church, continue to grow. Grace
attracts the "can-do" people interested in
contributing something to their city and to
others less fortunate. Tom Stallworth '34,
for example,joined while designing the
elevator the church had needed for 86 years
and supervising its installation. Bill and
Corinne attribute a lot of Grace's sense of
community to Pa and the Asian members he
has helped to attract.
"They aren't individualists the way we
are," Bill says. "They are historically reliant
on the family and village clans. There is a
lot of wisdom in that.
"One of the things I learned at Rice,
taking Richard Smith's Chinese history
class my senior year, was that before you
make any big generalizations, watch out— a
third of the people on Earth have done it
another way and survived very well, thank
you, for 5,000 years."
o graduate from the seminary
every student must write a
credo, which sounds simple
enough: write an interpretation of the Christian message
in a maximum of 30 typewritten pages.
Bill's graded credo had been returned
with a list titled, "Things You Still Don't
Understand."
"I knew the right things to say, but they
hadn't become part of my faith and understanding of what was going on. One of the
things Shubert Ogden (the grader) listed
was 'Kingdom of God.' Being at Grace
church, I have begun to understand what
that means."
Bill traces his spiritual odyssey from his
days at Rice to the present. "I went to Rice
as a competitor. The goal was to beat the
mean." After Rice, he compared people by
judging whether or not they were smarter
than he. "That was a rule I used, and very
few people made it ahead of me.

Bill and Corinne Bryan

"I came out of the seminary in a caring
gear," he says. He was more concerned
about individuals, but it was a paternal care
and still not between equals.
"I am living now in a cooperative framework. I learn from the refugees. I learn from
92-year-olds. I learned from my friend who
played the church organ and died of AIDSrelated complications."
Together, Bill and Corinne continue to
learn from their new family at Grace. Key
lesson: that there is great strength in
cooperation and that people with "strength"
can do a lot of work, regardless of age.
That education is paying off. After three
unsuccessful pledge drives, Grace raised the
money to refurbish the 1925 Kimball pipe
organ. Members have come up with another
$50,000 for a new roof and painting. New
members continue to join and to contribute
to missionary work. In fact, in keeping with
the banner—"Out of many, God makes us
one"—displayed in the church sanctuary,
each member participates as best he or she
can. Living proof lies with Paul Clark, who
three years ago lived on the streets but now
has a home and a job at First Republic Bank
(now NCNB). Clark saved his pocket change
for six months and offered it to the Bryans.
He asked that the $29 be used to feed the
city's homeless.
Scheleen Johnson '87 is a legislative assistant in the Washington, D.C., office of U. S.
Congressman John Bryant(D-Texas). She is
a regular contributor to Sallyport.
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Word
Processing:
In the
volatile
world
of
publishing,
success
is a
matter
of dollars
and
sense.
By Debbie Schmidt

An inkpot, a quill, a stack of sheepskin leaves
and his own skillful calligraphy were the tools
one monk used in the Middle Ages to create
an Irish treasure, The Book of Kells. The
illuminated gospels reflect the times in which
they were created; because he designed the
book for display at liturgical readings, the
scribe lavishly decorated the manuscript with
bright colors and interlacing, heraldic figures.
In an age when few people read, a 9th-century
monk spent his life copying a book that
invaders fought over and people still admire
1,000 years later.
Times have changed.
In today's fast-paced publishing world, that
kind of lifelong dedication to a single work
has been lost. Since Gutenberg invented the
printing press in 1440, individual books have
been much less valued. No longer just Bibles
or other religious writings, they appear on the
shelves an average of 12 months after the
author sells them, and instead of one or two
copies taking a lifetime to produce, an
average of 5,000-to-10,000 copies are printed
in a matter of weeks. The marketing ot books
has become increasingly important, at• the
public has an average of 50,000 new t tles to
choose from each year. In the last decades
book publishing has became less a "gentleman's profession" and more a big business.
Like publishing processes themselves, the
people who publish have changed. If it ever
was, a love of reading is no longer enough to
keep the sturdy young aficionado alive. Now,
the aspiring publisher must also understand
budgets, timetables, subsidiary market rights
and international sales. The publishing world
has become ever more complicated, and
education has not kept pace.
Founded by the Office of Continuing
Studies in 1978, the Rice Publishing Program
is one of a half-dozen American programs
designed to fill this training gap, preparing
would-be editors and publishers for life in the
publishing world. The month-long program,
offered each summer, devotes sections to
both book and magazine publishing.

Bookends (and Means)
"When the students get here, most of them
don't know anything about publishing except
that they like to read books and magazines,
and they think they might like to write and be
in publishing," says Barbara Rodriguez,
coordinator of the book section.
"The first thing I do is disillusion those
who think they want to be publishers because
they want to be writers. There are so many
other aspects of the business—design, production, cost estimates, marketing. In two
weeks, I take them through the actual process
of publishing a book, and one of the main

IL

My advice to
anyone
going into
publishing?
Read a lot
of magazines.
I must read
at least 20
magazines a
week, and
everytime I
pick one
up, I learn
something
new.
Magazines
are very
intricate, and
the best
way to learn
about them
is by reading
them.

—Ruth Hillhouse,
former senior
editor at
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things I try to get across is that book publishing is a team process that requires heart and
cooperation."
Any disbelievers will be true converts after
the intensive "boot camp" simulation project. Rodriguez places each student in one of
eight fictional publishing houses—Doublenight, Scribbler's, Rooster Books, Nordic
Press, etc.—each of which represents a reallife publishing house.
In their roles as publisher, editor-in-chief,
subsidiary rights manager, sales manager,
publicity director, advertising/promotion
manager and design/production manager,
students assume responsibility for buying,
editing, producing and marketing a manuscript. As the students progress through each
step, they hear speakers whose talks mirror
the stage of their manuscripts' production.
At the beginning of the week, each house
receives a "slush pile" of actual manuscripts
from the desk of a New York publisher.
Included in last year's pile were Gilda Radner's autobiography, a new novel by Mary
Higgins Clark and Arianna Stassinopoulos'
exposé on Picasso, all of which were eventually published. Students learn the facts about
working at a house—although Stassinopoulos' book might be a sure-fire hit, it might
not be the kind of book their mass-market
trade paperback house normally publishes.
So when the time comes, students from the
paperback house bid elsewhere. And they
learn to bid low.
Contrary to popular opinion, books do not
make a lot of money, Rodriguez says. To
support all those wonderful little books
everyone wants to see published, houses must
sell a certain number of blockbusters. What
students who say they'll only publish good
literature don't realize is that if they don't
publish best sellers, they can't publish that
brilliant, young novelist they like so much.
"That brilliant, young novelist won't sell
enough copies to keep the publisher in pencils—at least on the first couple of books,
and maybe forever," she says.
And if they don't keep costs down by
doing things like bidding low, then no matter
how many copies the book sells, the house
will lose money.
"Publishing today is a big fish-little fish
system, where the big fish support the little
fish," Rodriguez says. "There are a lot of
good little books out there that don't get
published, and the reason is money."
As a result, first novels by brilliant,
young writers are few and far between. A
house might make an investment in a newcomer, knowing it will lose money on the
original book—the average sales for a first
literary novel are only 3,000—but hoping the
author will produce a best seller as he or she
matures.
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In the simulation, though, the Rice students are expected to turn a profit. And they
learn that the only way to do that is to work
together.
Lauri London '89 took the program the
summer after she graduated from Rice. She
then moved to New York and used contacts
she had made during the program to land a
position as editorial assistant at Harper &
Row. Having recently received a promotion to
a position in mass-market children's books,
she says the publishing program helped her as
much in understanding others'jobs as it did
in doing her own.
"They can't teach you editing in the program, but they give you a sense of the overall
picture," London says. "When there's a problem, having some understanding of what
others do can really help you get together and
start to work things out. You need the help of
everyone else, so if you don't have a sense of
what they do, you're trapped."
Once their house acquires the rights to a
book, students must still develop production
specifications, sell rights, write jacket and
promotional copy, execute cover designs and
propose a marketing plan for each book. In
some opinions, whether or not a book will sell
relies to a large degree on its marketing.
"Everyone takes the program because
they want to be an editor or publisher," says
James Goodman, founder and publisher of the
Houston-based Larksdale Press. "But once you
get into the field, the prime need in publishing is in marketing."
Goodman, who knew he would start his
own publishing house when he took the
course in 1978, says Larksdale's growth was
hampered by its lack of marketing. "A house
can publish anything it wants, with a nice
cover and great copy. But without someone to
market it, the book won't sell,",he says. "You
need a good publicist to get a book talked
about and reviewed in the papers. B. Dalton
and Waldenbooks don't sell books; they
warehouse them."
In the game of publishing, there are two
lessons the Rice students learn well—teamwork and the bottom line. If a book can't be
published without the joint efforts of a group
of professionals, then neither can a house
survive without making a profit.

The
important
thing is
to get
into the
job market
and start
playing.
If you're
good,
you'll get
noticed,
and
then you'll
have plenty
of opportunity
to move.
There's
always
room at
the top.
—Chris Hearne,
publisher of
Houston Press

It's a Mag, Mag World
Magazines are a different breed in the publishing world. Fast-paced and more competitive,
magazines demand publication on a regular
basis and rely for revenue as much on advertising as on sales. In 1741, the American periodicals industry began with Andrew Bradford's
American Magazine, which lasted for three
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issues; Ben Franklin started his General
Magazine and Historical Chronicle three days
later but only produced six issues. That trend
continues today, with an estimated 500 magazines beginning each year and significantly
fewer lasting a full 12 months.
Like the magazines themselves, their staffs
also turn over rapidly, with editors skipping
from one magazine to another as if it were only
a case of getting off at a different stop in the
morning (which, in Manhattan, it just might
be). While there are only a few big publishing
houses—and they're getting bigger—desktop
publishing and a diversified advertising community have led to a flurry of small, start-up
magazines.
"There's no doubt that the industry is
changing," says Michael Levy, publisher of
Texas Monthly and a founder of the Rice Publishing Program. "Magazine publishing is a
great industry to be in, but it's getting more
difficult to compete for the reader's time and
the advertiser's dollar."
Although more than 11,000 periodicals are
being published as the 1990s begin, in 1989
fewer than 20 percent were consumer publications. Perhaps the most profitable and certainly
the most visible in the industry, consumer
magazines are easily defined as those available
on the newsstand. These periodicals might be
the most glamorous, but they make up a relatively small part of the magazine job market—
most jobs are in the trade or business magazines, literary journals and newsletters that
make up the rest of the industry.
"The interesting thing about magazines is
that there are still, and will always be, a need
for so many of them," says Candace Krause,
coordinator of the magazine section, which
makes up the last two weeks of the Rice Publishing Program. "Even when the economy is
down, magazines continue to spring up. The
market is very competitive."
As in the book section, the students are
divided into groups and take on the roles of
publisher, editor, production manager and
directors of art, circulation, advertising and
promotion. Again, they get a well-rounded
overview of the entire process—from conceptualizing, writing, editing and designing a fictional magazine to developing potential advertising and circulation bases.
Their challenge is to find a real need in the
marketplace and develop a magazine to fill it.
Chris Hearne has started several magazines,
including the weekly Houston Press, which
began publication this year. At the publishing
program, his advice in starting a new periodical
(beyond a very succinct "Don't") is to remember that "it's not whether people need your
magazine, it's whether they want it."
The trick, he says, is to find a clear, definable audience for the magazine and convince
advertisers they can only reach that audience

through the environment created by your
magazine. If you can do that, he says, you've
created the niche that will allow your magazine to succeed.
Just because a niche exists, however,
doesn't mean any kind of periodical will fill
that need. "You have to put out a high-quality
piece," Hearne says. "You're asking people to
invest their time reading your publication, and
that's a major investment—not homework or
something they've brought home from the
office. It's something they read for entertainment."
Unlike book publishing, where profit is dependent on sales, magazines rely on advertising dollars to provide them with an operating
budget and on circulation figures to bring in
advertising dollars. In the case of the Houston
Press, which is distributed free each week, the
magazine runs entirely off advertising fees,
while a national periodical like McCall's, with a
circulation of five million, gets half its revenue
from subscription fees.
Ruth Hillhouse '84, a senior editor at
McCall's for four years, attended the Rice
Publishing Program as a student in 1983 and
returns now as a speaker. She says that all
editors are torn between the often-conflicting
goals of serving the reader and making money.
That dichotomy can cause dilemmas: at
McCall's, Hillhouse could not run a "smoking
is dangerous" article because 10 percent of
the magazine's ad base was from cigarette
manufacturers.
As her publisher told her, magazines are a
business. Their reason for being in the market
is to make money.
"This is the publishing version of 'the separation of church and state'—the distinction
between editorial and advertising," Hillhouse
says. "The New Yorker can maintain that distinction fairly rigidly, but other magazines in
more competitive situations are drawing the
line closer and closer. Right now, the women's
service magazines are bending over backward
to get advertising."
The targeting of advertising that hurts the
bigger magazines has contributed to an explosion of new magazines that reach specific
audiences, Hillhouse says. If you want to sell
cowboy hats, you don't want to advertise in
McCall's, because the ad will go all over the
country—your costs could easily outweigh your
Profits. Instead, concentrate on regional magazines that cover Texas and the Southwest,
zeroing in on the market and reaching only
those people who might be interested in the
Product, she says.
The trend toward specialization could hurt
the large-circulation magazines, most of which
are published in New York,
but most publishers agree that the majority of jobs lie elsewhere, anyway. In fact, Hearne believes there's

To get
into publishing,
you have to
make the

more opportunity, creatively and professionally, in the regional market.
"The important thing is to get into the
market and start playing," he says. "If you're
good, you'll get noticed, and then you'll have
plenty of opportunity to move. There's always
room at the top."

Chapter and Verse

most of what
you have.
It's not enough
to take the
Rice Publishing
Program and
put it on your

resume. You
have to tell
the interviewer
what you
learned, but
first you
have to be
aggressive,
make contacts
at the program
and use
them to get
the interview.
—Lauri London,
editorial assistant
at Harper & Row
Junior Books

Many of the Rice program's speakers echoed
Hearne's implicit message: Assertive people win
in this competitive business. And the Rice
Publishing Program can help them get ahead.
Both London and Hillhouse got their initial
jobs through contacts they made at the program, and both moved up by a combination of
being in the right place at the right time,
knowing the right person and being good at
their jobs. Publishing is a large field, but a
small group runs it.
Publishing—both magazines and books—
ranks among the lowest-paid professions:
starting salaries average around $17,000. Yet
studies have shown that those in the publishing
professions are among the most satisfied with
their careers. The low salaries go back to the
most basic of economic principles—supply and
demand. Because it is perceived as a glamorous
field, more people want to go into publishing
than there are positions to accommodate them.
The satisfaction comes from working in a
creative field, with co-workers dedicated more
to influencing readers and producing a quality
piece than to making money. London admits
the hours are long, but she loves it.
Tom Phillips, publisher of Spy magazine,
says he tells students in entry-level positions to
treat their first few years in the business as
graduate school. "Find some way to subsidize
your education," he says. "Accept the fact that
you'll need lots of energy, will work hard and
will not get paid much. Then, if you're good,
you'll get promoted quickly."
In the Middle Ages,.a scribe possessed respected talents. His skills required long practice under strict supervision, and the manuscripts he produced were precious and highly
sought-after. That only a few people could
duplicate his efforts made every calligraphic
page that much more desirable.
As the 1990s begin, editors and publishers
no longer enjoy such singular status. Many compete for the same few jobs, so the secret to
success is getting a head start on the competition. The Rice Publishing Program provides a
foundation that the savvy student can use to
build a framework of knowledge and connections.
"The program gives you a valuable overview
of the industry," Hearne says. "How you use it is
another issue."
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Shining Stars
Profiles of Rice University's 1990 Distinguished Alumni
by Ned Hibberd

One of the greatest risks that King Walters ever took, in his estimation, was
returning to Rice.
After receiving his Ph.D. in physics from Duke University in 1956, three
years after graduating from Rice, Walters had been working happily in a
secure job at Texas Instruments when he was lured back to Rice to teach and
conduct research.
Walters initially found teaching to be "very difficult. It consumed far more
time than I had imagined." Although his teaching impinged on his research
time, Walters says he adjusted. "Rice is the kind of place where there is a
balance between teaching and research," he notes.
And the teaching got easier with time. A professor of physics and of space
physics and astronomy for the past 27 years, Walters has also served a sevenyear term as dean of the Wiess School of Natural Sciences.
Although he has published nearly 80 journal articles and edited several
books, Walters cites some of his earliest research projects as being the most
far-reaching—so far. Between 1954 and 1958, he wrote several articles with
his mentor, Bill Fairbank, many of which focused on the properties of helium
at extremely low temperatures.
Walters' and Fairbank's work led to some startling conclusions. Walters'
experiments were some of the first to reveal that quantum mechanics were
necessary to explain the properties of fluids at very low temperatures. In
addition, the technology that evolved out of the research allowed scientists to
obtain even lower temperatures in the laboratory.
Walters is currently on sabbatical from Rice and is pursuing his research
at the University of Texas. "My main goal is to have a chance to really dig in
deep, to catch up on the literature," he says. He is also teaching a graduatelevel class on his own research.
His wife and three grown children are all doing well, and King Walters is
the portrait of a contented man. "I enjoy getting up and going to work in the
morning," he says. "And I enjoy having the weekends off."

"Rice is the kind of place where there is a balance between
teaching and research."

King Walters
Rice Physicist/Educator
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A. Frank Smith Jr. knew from the time he was a teen-ager that he was going
to be an attorney. But he could not have guessed that he would one day
manage Houston's largest law firm and guide the Methodist Hospital System
through the city's economic slump and the nation's stock-market disaster.
After serving as Student Association president and Campanile editor at
Rice, Smith followed his 1937 Rice graduation with law degrees from the
University of Texas and Southwestern University. He was admitted to the
Texas Bar in 1940, and, after serving in the Navy for three years, went on to
become a name partner in what was then Vinson, Elkins, Connally and Smith.
"John Connally and I were the only two living persons whose names were in
the firm," recalls Smith. "I said to John,'We ought to name this firm Vinson
and Elkins.' He agreed, so we took our names out of the firm." By institutionalizing the law firm's title, Smith and Connally avoided any future
squabbles over who would appear on the letterhead and created one of the
best-known names in Texas law.
Although he has held many outside directorships, Smith's volunteer position as chairman of the board of Methodist Hospital has been one of the most
notable. With Smith at the helm, Methodist raised $59 million for its Neurosensory Center and the Alkek Tower. Smith also oversaw Methodist's investment fund as it climbed from $3 million to $275 million.
In August of 1987, Smith and his partners at Methodist decided to take
the hospital's money out of the stock market and invest in Treasury bills.
When the stock market plummeted in October of that year, Smith had saved
Methodist approximately $57 million. With characteristic modesty, Smith
attributes this decision to luck rather than to stock-market savvy. "I'd rather
be lucky than smart, any day," he says with a gentle Detroit, Texas, drawl.
In appreciation of his efforts, the health-care complex named the "Bishop
A. Frank Smith Tower" after Smith's father, a Methodist bishop. "My father
asked me one time if I had ever considered going into the ministry," Smith
says. "My answer was 'no,' and that was the end of the conversation."
Smith's interests are not limited to legal and business matters. A Texas
history buff, he serves as president of the Texas State Historical Association.
He also loves to travel and goes to Istanbul, Turkey, every year to visit one of
Methodist's hospitals. He also recommends a particular photographic tour of
Africa: "When you go out there, you're in Land Rovers, and the animals are
familiar with them. You're in the cage; they're not. It takes you into an
entirely different dimension." In addition, Smith has been hot-air ballooning
in France and is planning a trip to Australia and New Zealand this fall.
He obviously likes nature, and he likes people as well. But Frank Smith is
by no means a socialite. "As far as high society goes," he says, "I don't give a
damn."
Wherever he goes, however, be it business or pleasure, Smith firmly follows one simple principle—to always treat others as one wishes to be treated.
"You find that principle, the Golden Rule, in every religion," he says. "It's a
common thread that runs through all of them."

"I'd rather be lucky than smart, any day."

A. Frank Smith Jr.
Attorney/Businessman
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Donna Martin's future as an editor and publisher was foreseen by some of her
earliest educators. "When I was a child, teachers thought that I might have a
knack for journalism," she recalls. "One of my teachers compared me to
Dorothy Thompson, who was a noted editor at the time."
Martin has, in turn, become a noted editor in her own time. As vice president of Universal Press Syndicate and editorial director of its book-publishing
division, Andrews and McMeel, she is considered one of the top women in
publishing today, having worked with such popular writers and cartoonists as
William F. Buckley, Roger Ebert, Gary Larson and Garry Trudeau.
But it was not until she came to Rice that her grade-school teacher's prognostications began to come true. "One of the turning points in my career was
when I became the editor of the student newspaper at Rice," says Martin,
who graduated from Rice in 1957. "I had wanted to be a teacher, and I would
have been doing all my practice teaching during my senior year. I couldn't
both be editor of the Thresher and do practice teaching."
She chose the Thresher, and the die was cast.
Martin's entrance into the male-dominated world of publishing was not
without its hardships. "For some time after I had my two sons (Justin, a 1987
Rice graduate, and Andrew, a student at the University of Kansas), I only
worked part-time, and I really didn't consider myself to be terribly careeroriented." She cites a book, The Managerial Woman by Margaret Henning
and Ann Jardim, which outlines a set of characteristics common to many
women managers of the late '70s. "These women were largely unmarried and
mostly without children. The profile, at least when I was really getting into
management, was that the woman who wanted to be in management had to
give up everything else. The 'old boy' network is definitely a difficulty for
women; on the other hand, I've had a lot of male mentors."
One of Martin's early acquisitions for Andrews and MeMeel was Gary
Larson, the creator of The Far Side cartoons. Since then, Martin has worked
with many other cartoonists, including Dooneslniry creator Garry Trudeau.
"People tend to think cartoonists might be good stand-up comics, and they're
not," she says. "Cartoonists are very private people, generally speaking, and I
have only known one or two who perform well on their feet at all. They relate
to the written word and the drawing more directly than they do to the public."
Martin played a pivotal role in negotiating for the rights to a series of
cartoons from the Soviet magazine Krokodil. The resulting book, Soviet
Humor: The Best of Krokodil, was introduced last spring by Andrews and
MeMeel and a British co-publisher. Martin concedes that it was not a great
commercial success, but she says that it was "an important gesture at an important time."
On the job, Martin's objective, ironically, is to have her work be completely invisible. "I see myself as a facilitator, a person who helps other creative people perform. At the same time, as an editor I feel that I shouldn't be
intrusive. My most satisfying experience is helping an author turn out a work
in which no one but the author knows I had a part."

"The 'old boy' network is definitely a difficulty for women;
on the other hand, I've had a lot of male mentors."

Donna Martin
Publisher
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As president and chair of the board of trustees of Houston Endowment Inc.,
Howard Creekmore has, in the words of Rice President George Rupp, "overseen very remarkable achievements."
Houston Endowment Inc. was founded by the late Jesse H. Jones and his
wife, Mary Gibbs Jones, for the purpose of fulfilling their goal of service to humankind. As steward of the foundation, Creekmore's official duties include
managing its investment assets as well as making grant decisions. His performance in this dual role has earned him much respect in the community.
Creekmore began his association with Jones shortly after graduating from
the Rice Institute in 1926 with a degree in history and English. He was employed as a teller by the Bankers Mortgage Co., a Jones organization. While
working, Creekmore attended night classes, funded by Jesse Jones, at the
Houston Law School—he could be considered one of the first recipients of a
Jesse Jones Scholarship. After receiving his law degree in 1932, Creekmore
transferred to the legal department of Bankers Mortgage.
In 1941, Creekmore joined the Navy for a five-year stint, earning eight
battle stars for his service throughout World War II. Shortly after his discharge, he was appointed general counsel for Houston Endowment Inc. In
1959, three years after the death of Jesse Jones, he was elected a trustee.
Creekmore was elected president of Houston Endowment Inc. in 1964.
Since that time, Howard Creekmore has made it his life's work to administer the foundation according to the desires of Jesse and Mary Gibbs Jones.
He has liquidated the Jones' substantial properties—culminating in the sale a
few years ago of The Houston Chronicle Publishing Co.—to bolster the securities portfolio of the foundation, and has overseen the disbursement of millions of dollars in grants. Today, Houston Endowment Inc.'s net worth is
estimated to be $625 million or more, placing it among the nation's top-20
foundations in terms of total assets.
In addition to Rice University, organizations that have benefited from the
Jones' generosity include the United Negro College Fund, Shriners Hospital
for Crippled Children, Texas Heart Institute, United Way, Lighthouse for the
Blind, the Houston Museum of Fine Arts, the Houston Grand Opera, and
many others.
He is now 84 years old, but Howard Creekmore still goes to work every
day. Despite his proficiency at running Houston Endowment Inc., Creekmore
prefers to view himself as "simply the hired hand," allotting the credit for the
foundation's philanthropy entirely to Mr. and Mrs. Jones. He and his wife,
Hazel '27, live a modest life and have no children. He loves watching spectator sports, particularly baseball, and reading.
But the greatest share of Creekmore's time is reserved for his work. He is
committed to carrying out to the letter the original wishes of Jesse and Mary
Gibbs Jones—to improve the quality of life in Houston, across the state and
throughout the nation.
Ned Hibberd is a 1988 graduate of Rice. He last wrotefor Sallyport on moviesfor the
Fall /989 issue.

"He prefers to view himself as simply 'the hired hand."
about

J. Howard Creekmore
Philanthropist
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award for a match of $200,000; the
10th, 25th and 50th reunion
classes qualified for a combined
award of $150,000; and 846 alumni
who made gifts of $1,000 qualified
for a match of $211,500. The five
most recent classes (1984-88),
which needed to raise $50,000 to
qualify for a $200,000 match,
raised $79,398, topping the previous record of $78,818.
Over the 14 years of the Brown
Challenge, Rice has raised $81
million, resulting in more than
$34 million in matching funds
for the university's permanent
endowment.

For
Rice's
Honor
Brown
Challenge
Report'89

In Brief
THE BROWN CHALLENGE 1989

Learning Experiences
Brown
Ceiling
Alumni

Amount
Raised

$ 690,000

$ 169,303

Board of
Governors

750,000

353,107

Corporations

960,000

625,810

Non-Alumni
Friends

200,000

1,254,332

Totals

$ 2,600,000 $ 6,862,927

10(h, 25'h, and 50"
REUNION CLASSES

The Brown Challenge matches gifts
received between Jan. 1 and Dec.
31 from alumni, board members,
corporations and friends. During
the calendar year 1989, these four
groups contributed $6.8 million for
current operations and, as a result,
Rice will qualify for a matching
grant of $2.5 million. As the accompanying table illustrates, in
this 13th year of the Challenge, 40
Rice alumni classes reached the
goal of 50 percent participation,
qualifying for a $5,000 per class

1939

$28,730

59.6%

1964

56,747

49.1%

1979

35,992

31.3%

Direct award of $50,000 per class for
combined effort of 106, 25th, and 506
Reunion Classes.
Direct award of $250 for each alumnus gift of $1,000 or more.
846 alumni contributed $1,000 or
more, qualifying for this bonus award.

BROWN CHALLENGE COMPARATIVE REPORT, 1976-1989

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
Totals

Alumni

Board of
Governors

Corporations

Non-alumni
Friends

Total
Raised*

659,184
758,901
914,697
991,334
1,280,833
1,392,247
1,588,825
1,561,892
1,697,179
1,845,537
2,582,436
1,905,711
2,322,900
2,139,758

169,303
353,107
625,810
1,254,332
1,721,453
2,951,775
1,159,472
2,102,313
2,624,153
1,348,894
1,321,308
1,008,380
1,227,647
1,258,467

654,260
941,054
1,221,350
1,359,900
1,538,645
2,854,157
2,592,747
2,405,839
2,572,578
2,346,352
2,537,059
2,327,456
2,188,364
2,288,443

331,576
256,311
391,677
421,504
696,688
710,519
799,444
1,026,861
1,275,021
1,104,613
1,213,380
1,292,228
1,812,286
1,176,259

1,814,323
2,309,373
3,153,534
4,027,070
5,237,619
7,908,698
6,140,488
7,096,905
8,168,931
6,645,396
7,654,183
6,533,775
7,551,287
6,862,927

1,503,226
1,778,757
2,233,862
2,496,369
3,483,810
3,492,175
3,410,122
2,547,250
2,527,000
2,627,500
2,650,000
2,621,057
2,602,000
..

21,641,524

19,126,414

27,828,204

12,508,367

81,104,509

34,031,128

*Giftsfor current operations only.
••Undetermined at this time.
•"Reflects 1989 Rice gifts only; matching grant undetermined at this time.
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Brown Matching Matching
Grant Paid
Grant Paid
3,317,549
4,088,130
5,387,396
6,523,439
8,721,429
11,400,873
9,550,610
9,644,155
10,735,931
9,272,896
10,304,183
9,154,832
10,171,287
6,862,927***
115,135,637

Lovett College senior Trung Diep,
who received degrees in both electrical engineering and computer
science from Rice on May 5, had a
hard choice to make this spring, a
choice many seniors would envy.
He had to choose which graduate
school (of the six at which he was
accepted) he was going to attend.
His life has not always been so
worthy of envy; he and his family
were Vietnamese refugees who
traveled to the United States on a
small boat.
"Trung is such a special person,
and I am so proud of him," says
Linda Bachrach, coordinator of
stewardship for the Rice Development Office. Bachrach is the gobetween for scholarship recipients
and scholarship donors. She met
Trung, a scholarship recipient,
when she introduced him to John
Millington, his endowed scholarship donor, at the faculty club.
Diep and his family arrived in
Florida in 1979, settling in
Pensacola. "I spoke two words of
English when I got to the United
States-`yes' and 'no," he laughs.
"I didn't know what I was saying
them to, and that was the problem." He knew what "yes" and
"no" meant, but not what people
were saying to him. His family arrived in the U.S. in January, so
Diep was placed in the second half
of a regular fifth-grade class. Luckily, there were a few helpful students in his class. "They didn't
speak Vietnamese," Diep says, "but
they were very good at explaining
things to me."
Things began to change for
Diep in high school because he
knew enough English to understand the classroom material and
he could concentrate on learning.
other things. "The last two years al
high school were the most meaningful for me," says Diep, "because
I was able to compete like everyone else."
Diep came to Rice because he
wanted to go to a good engineering school while still remaining
close to his family in the South.
"And," he says, "Rice was definitely the best engineering school
in the South."
Diep will be attending graduate
school in electrical engineering at
Carnegie-Mellon this fall.
-Timothy MoloneY

Almni I
Planning
for the
'90s
To help set priorities for the Association of Rice Alumni in the 1990s,
ARA President Bridget Rote Jensen
in June 1989 appointed a longrange planning committee. After
months of discussion, the various
sub-units of the committee presented their recommendations to
the alumni board at its March 15
meeting.
Recommendations were focused
around six key themes aimed at
evaluation and improvement of ARA
programs and services: improving
the content and form of communication with alumni; bringing
alumni into a closer, more comfortable relationship with the university; facilitating interaction between alumni/friends of the univer.sity on new
levels and in new ways;
increasing sensitivity to the needs
°f geographically dispersed alumni,
Y°ung alumni and future alumni;
enhancing ARA funding; and rest
ructuring ARA committees to enhance effectiveness.
From those themes, recommendations were generated that could
either be implemented without new
h.udget allocations from the university, those
requiring additional
unding, and a final "wish list"
Whose implementation would require both funding and increased
in
teraction with other university
Offices.
_ Among those
requiring no recommendations
additional funding
were:
'Preparing a fact sheet on the
rn.anY ways alumni can be involved
With Rice (further
study to take
Place by August 1990);

•Encouraging the inclusion of a
young alumna/us on the ARA Executive Committee;
•Establishing an ongoing longrange planning process for the ARA;
•Combining into a single committee the Student Alumni Liaison
Committee, the Student Services
Committee and the Arts Committee in order to expand the externship program, provide area club information to graduating seniors,
increase alumni participation in the
Student Art Show,and investigate
ways alumni can work with students
in a "super RSVP" program;
•Petitioning the new Vice President for External Affairs, once that
now-vacant position is filled, to coordinate communication within External Affairs (alumni, development
and university relations offices),
between Rice and Houston-area
alumni, and among alumni through
an expanded Alumni Contact
Service;
•Soliciting honors nominations
through area clubs;
•Exploring the establishment of
a committee to investigate the feasibility of setting up programs to
involve non-alumni community
members with the university;
•Expanding on the success of
the Athletic Committee to include
focus on area club members;
•Strengthening the area club
program by revising the manual and
creating a model to use in establishing new clubs.
Long-range recommendations
that will require additional budget
allocations include:
•Creating a staff position, Assistant Director of Alumni for Rice
Clubs, to reflect the needs of nonHouston alumni(now totaling more
than two-thirds of the alumni total);

•Developing a database for campus-wide access;
•Investigating the establishment of alumni satellite organizations such as the Rice University
Business and Professional Women
that would increase interaction
among the community, the alumni,
and the university;
•Though recognized as a very
long-term recommendation,establishing a private Rice University
Alumni Club with its own building
to promote more involvement in
ARA activities;
•Providing ready access to the
ARA of a campus-wide survey;
•Increasing computer ability of
ARA staff and examining areas
where software can enhance staff
productivity;
•Combining the nominating
committees for Alumni Board and
Alumni Governor positions;
•Designing and using a logo illustrating means of alumni participation;
•Increasing alumni participation in campus events by improving
access to a campus calendar.
Finally, the long-range planning
committee presented a long-term
"wish list," which included working
with the to-be-named Vice President for External Affairs to increase
the number of Sallyport issues per
year from four to six, building a
"Homecoming Showcase" program
in cooperation with academic departments, and clarifying the use
of alumni on the Admissions
Committee.
The Long-Range Planning Committee's recommendations have
now been presented to and prioritized by the ARA Executive Board.
Comments or suggestions should
be sent to the Association of Rice
Alumni, P.O. Box 1892, Houston,
TX 77251.

In Brief
Sixty Going Strong
On April 17, the 1930 class' 60th
Reunion committee had a luncheon
meeting hosted by Margaut Gready
Bybee at Cohen House to make
homecoming reunion plans. John
Holland is the reunion chair, and he
is being assisted by a reunion committee of Carl and Lillian Wig, Margaret Bybee, Lucille Rulfs, Gilbert
Leach, Mary Liz Weichert, Aubrey
Calvin and Mildred Fisher. Look for
upcoming announcements on the
reunion.

Past,Present and Future
Area Club events in recent and upcoming months—callyour area
chair or the alumni office (713-5274057)for information.

San Antonio
May 4,July 6,Sept. 7,Nov.
2...TGIF parties, 5:30-7:30, locations TBA.
May 24...San Antonio Country
Club Ballroom. Guest speaker Rice
President George Rupp.

Corpus Christi
April 2...Get-together at Wyndham Corpus Christi.

Washington,D.C.,Area
March 25...Brunch at Julio's.
April 27...Lecture by Rice sociologist Stephen Klineberg.
May 19...Spring picnic and volleyball at National Naval Medical
Center in Bethesda.

Rice Alumni in Dallas
March 12..."An Evening
With..." gathering with Rice professors Dennis Huston, Bill Martin and
Neil Havens.
April 29.. Family Picnic at Camp
Burnett.

Atlanta
April 18...Dinner with Charles
W.Duncan Jr., chair of Rice Board
of Governors, at the Capital City
Club.

Los Angeles
April 22...Baseball game, Los
Angeles Dodgers vs. Houston Astros.
May 24...Rice professor Bill
Wilson spoke about the Rice Quantum Institute at CalTech's Winnett
Lounge.
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'31
Class Recorder:
Anne McCulloch
2348 Shakespeare
Houston, TX 77030

'32
Note: All classnote submissions received after March 15 will appear
in the next issue

'27
William McVey, well known for
his works of sculpture, recently
produced a bronze statue of John
W. Heisman for the campus of
Georgia Tech in Atlanta.

'30
Class Recorder:
Mildred Ogg Fisher
2910 Braebum
Bryan,TX 77802
(409)774-7217
Mildred Ogg Fisher writes:
Mary Elizabeth Wright says
there hasn't been much to write
about because health problems
kept her at home most of the year.
She did say that she had an
opportunity to go with friends to
the Moscow Circus and also on a
trip to Galveston to see the results
of a hurricane.
Pauline Meadows Bourdin
(Lynn) writes that "the only news
I have to report is two greatgrandbabies, making a total of
three.Isabel Becker Welles wrote
and told me about two interesting
trips that she was going to take,
but failed to write a report.
With my daughter, Florence
Fisher Parker '62, and her
husband, James A. Parker '59,
and their grown children, I spent
Christmas week in Ixtapa,
Mexico, on the Pacific Coast.
Helen Starkey Johnson wrote
about the celebration of her
husband's 90th birthday. A retired
Presbyterian minister, he was
feted with parties and dinners and
flourishes and bushels of greetings
with hundreds joining in.
In August they made a longawaited trip to Nova Scotia. A big
bonus was a stopover with
Helen's son Jon and his family in
Dover, Mass. I could fill this
column with the rest of her newsy
letter.
Another thrill—a letter from
Josephine Marchbanks Hood.
She said she had already written
two letters and found them "too
long or too dull." After her
husband's death six years ago, she
moved to Richardson to be near a
son and a daughter and their
families. How many of us have
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done the same thing? Her present
activities include reading,
watching television, listening to
tapes, taking daily walks,
attending church, guilds, card
clubs—all of it sounds like my
routine.
Josephine, however,includes
"occasional Rice dinners." I wish
I could do that, but there is no
Rice club in Bryan. There are
enough Rice alumni here for a
small club, but I have been unable
to get one started. Josephine has
taken two interesting trips: a
theater tour of New York and
London and a cruise of the
Hawaiian Islands.
Her cheerful ending is this: "I
have been blessed with good
health and am as happy as anyone
my age can be. I am grateful that I
can still drive my car, laugh at a
good joke or an odd situation, and
enjoy good food."
I have just written to Lillie
Blake Lamar. I had recently
heard about Lavoisier's death.
"The last few months were
distressing," Lillie wrote back."I
can cope as long as I don't think
about his suffering—I am glad
that he had nearly 20 years of
retirement: he pursued his interest
in music and produced some
lovely music for recorders and
other baroque instruments. The
memorial service was just what he
would have wanted: friends and
relatives played some of his own
music and read some of his
shorter poems."
The same plea from me again:
write to me so that I can pass your
news on to the rest of us.

New and
Improved
The popular Walking
Tour of Rice University book has been
updated and reprinted
by the Rice University Press in conjunction with the 1990
Economic Summit's
presence on the Rice
campus in July. Write
the Press for information on the new-andimproved Walking
Tour.

Class Recorder:
Chris Hoover
5318 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston, TX 77056
Chris Hoover writes:
Fred Raatz gets a gold star!
He returned my sheet asking for
information about him and his
family. He was a little delayed
because of triple-bypass surgery,
which he says is a "piece of
cake." Fred and his wife, Ruth
Bernice Provine '33, live at
Panorama Country Club, which is
two miles north of Conroe. He
says there are about 10 guys from
Rice living there, and they all own
golf carts and play on the club's
27-hole course. Fred belongs to
the Lions Club, plays duplicate
bridge and fly fishes the water
holes on the golf course. He also
raises camellias, belongs to the
local camellia society and
occasionally wins ribbons with his
flowers. The Raatzes have two
children and four grandchildren.
Their son graduated from A&M
and presently works there,
heading up the graphics
department. Their daughter sells
exotic materials in pipes, valves
and fittings to refineries. Fred
retired from Hudson Engineering
as a structural engineer and
designed the first offshore well
for Brown Shipbuilding Co. This
was installed off Morgan City,
La., for Kerr McGee Oil Co. He
designed refining structures all
over the world from Prudhoe Bay
to Saudi Arabia and Mexico. Fred
says the only thing about being
retired is that you never get a day
off. Sounds like he plays all the
time!
Genevieve Pyle Demme is the
current chair of the class of 1932
annual fund drive. She was
assisted by a great committee:
Ralph Wilson, Wendel Ley,
Marshall Robertson, Dan
Lovejoy, Helen Batte Copeland
and Lenora Plowden Bridges.
Ed Correll and Lucille
Marmion Correll '31 are parents
to Dorothy Rutledge. She is
married to David Rutledge '77
(Ph.D.), who is currently an
associate professor of religion at
Furman University. He was
recently at Rice to deliver the
1990 Rockwell Lecture. The
Corrells are justly proud of this
honor for their son-in-law.
A surprise: a letter from G.W.
Hewitt, who now lives in
Lubbock, Texas. He and his wife,
Marie, plan to move close to
Houston to a retirement village at
Country Place, which has a
Pearland. Texas, post office. This
community is built around a golf
course, and G.W., who golfs three
times a week now, plans on more
golf down there. G.W. worked for
El Paso National Gas in El Paso

for 30 years, and since retirement
he has been attached to the
petroleum business as a
consultant. He and Marie have
four children, 10 grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren.
Their home at Country Place will
be completed this June, at which
time they will move in.
As most of you know,the class
of 1932 has a scrapbook that was
started in 1937 at our first fiveyear reunion, held in the
Commons. It has been maintained
in a rather erratic way over the
years but does have accounts of
reunions and, in some cases, very
good pictures. Over 53 years it has
become pretty worn but now
sports a nice blue cover with "Rice
Institute Class of 1932" printed in
silver letters on the cover. The
scrapbook is kept at the Rice
Memorial Center with the archives
in the second-floor alumni office,
Archives Room. When you have
the opportunity, look at it. I think
you will enjoy the pictures.

'33
Class Recorder:
Willie Mae Chapman Cole
2414 Chimney Rock
Houston, TX 77056
(713)782-9509

'34
Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston,TX 77019
(713)524-4404

'36
Class Recorder:
Mary B. Arnold
10714 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77042

'37

Rice, is now serving as a Navy
pilot, living in Washington, D.C.
A second son is an electronics
engineer living in San Antonio.
The third son is in the insurance
business, living in Coppell, Texas.
Jack and Edith spend their
retirement enjoying eight
grandchildren, playing golf and
traveling. Their address is 438
Forest Ridge, Kerrville, TX
78028.
I had the pleasure of being
invited to join the Kerrville
Rotary Club as its first woman
member. Among my fellow
Rotarians, there are a number of
Rice graduates: Hershul Jones
'36, Jim Younts '32 and Tom
Terrell '58. Other Rice folks I see
quite often out here are: Malcolm
Cummings'32 and his wife,
Jane: Jack Clemens'42 and his
wife, Laura; Mary Margaret
Raymond Mayfield '40 and
Greydon: Jack Clarke and his
wife, Virginia Ruth; and Wes
Dorman '73 and his wife, Marcy.
Primo Miller and his wife live
in Ingram, which is next door to
Kerrville. Recently, after I
reported about his being a writer
with a novel under way, he heard
from Henry Bollman, who sent a
picture of their football team's
reunion. Among the men who
attended were Bill Wallace '35,
Harry Fouke '35, Lou
Hertenberger,Sam Mays,
Henry Bollman, Winfield Cook,
Leche Sylvester, Red Bale and
Joe Morris. Henry said he had
hoped to see Frank Steen, Bill
Sadler '35 and Harry Witt '36,
but they couldn't make it.
Ward Adkins has been kind
enough to offer to feed me news
from Houston about our
classmates. He writes:
"Phil Peden and Lois Lee
Peden '42 live in Houston and
have two sons. During his legal
career, Phil has served as a state
district judge, member of the
Court of Appeals and as a
bankruptcy judge. Phil, along with
Franklin Jones '36, served in the
FBI during World War II, and,
after the war, they built homes
side-by-side a few blocks from
Rice. These days, Phil is kept
busy as a member of the board of
directors of a major corporation,
traveling and golfing."
I am looking forward to the
Rice Alumni trip to Scandinavia
and the USSR in July. Florence

Corless Shipley and I are signed
up, and I understand the Pedens
and Joe and Mary Williamson
are also going. Hershul Jones and
his wife, Dorothy, also from
Kerrville, will be among the group
as well.
Ward sent notes about Ernie
Gammage, who spent his
freshman year with us at Rice and
then went on to follow a legal
career at University of Texas and
Harvard:"After college, Ernie
became involved in a military
career, serving as assistant finance
officer in the infantry division.
After the war, he joined his father
and brother in the insurance
business, which became the Pan
American Insurance Co. During
his career, he served as president
of the Association of Fire and
Casualty Insurance Companies of
Texas and was listed in Who's
Who in Insurance, Who's Who in
Commerce and Industry, and
Who's Who in the South and
Southwest. Ernie and his wife.
Beth, are the parents of three
children and the grandparents of
two grandchildren."

'38
Class Recorder Coordinator:
Helen Saba Worden
695 Rocky River Road
Houston, TX 77056
Class Recorders:
*Mary Greenwood Anderson,
3740 Willowick, Houston,TX
77019
*Phil Peden, 2709 Essex Terrace.
Houston, TX 77027
*Zelda Keeper Rick, 12951 Trail
Hollow, Houston,TX 77079
*William Rogde,4101 Case,
Houston, TX 77005
Helen Worden writes
George K. Evans, surely our
most frequent flyer and gadabout,
who lives in North Hollywood,
Calif., visited friends in Houston
shortly after the first of the year.
George was in Europe in October
and plans to return there in June.
At this writing, he is traveling in
New Zealand and Australia. Later
in the year, he will return to Costa
Rica for his fifth visit. A
"reunion" luncheon of old
classmates gathered at the Rice
Faculty Club in George's

Class Recorder:
Mary Jane Hale Rommel
504 Fairway Drive—Riverhill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(512)896-4310
Class recorder Jane Rommel
writes:
The Texas Hill Country
continues to beckon Rice
graduates to come live with us in
this pretty land along the
picturesque Guadalupe River. I
was delighted to hear from Roy
Much '38 that he had played
bridge with Jack Ellington
recently. Jack and his wife, Edith
(from Brownsville, Texas), moved
here in 1985 from Dallas, where
Jack had worked for 30 years with
a defense contractor, LTV Inc. He
told me about their three sons.
One,a track star and graduate of

'34 in '89
Suiting upfor the 1989 reunion were members of the 1934 Owls
football team (L-R) Bill Wallace, Harry Fouke, Lou Hertenberger, Sam Mays, Henry Bollman, Win Cook, Leche Sylvester,
Red Bale and Joe Morris.

honor.Naturally, conversation
centered on travel. Katherine
Tsanoff Brown reported that she
and Betsy Brown,Wynn, with
their husbands, were leaving on a
Cornell University cruise in the
Leeward Islands for a week to
look at water birds and enjoy the
sun, sand and sea. Mary
Fosse[man reminisced about the
delightful trip she, Alberta
Riesen '34 and Minnie Gillespie
Williams '37 made to
Switzerland. France and Italy last
fall. Dorothy Zylicz Bowman,
who is enjoying retirement,
Mentioned her 10 days in
Salamanca, the old university city.
Henry and Margaret Dunlap
were in San Francisco before the
quake,on business for the
Department of Energy. They
visited with Virginia Sprague at
Davis, Calif. Henry's brother,
Rhodes Dunlap '31,joined them
during the holidays for a visit to
Bentsen State Park in the Rio
Grande Valley, where they saw
many exotic birds and enthusiastic
bird watchers. Effervescent
Dorothy Williams Jenett, in spite
of a leg cast, was talking of more
travels as soon as the cast is
discarded. Her husband, Eric,
recently retired from Brown &
Root. After their many years
living and traveling in the Middle
East, they are happy to be back in
Houston among old friends.
The presence of George
VVilliams'23 and his ever-lovely
Wife,
Miriam, was a special treat.
Of great interest was their
d
iscussion of their sponsorship of
20-23 Vietnamese in Houston.
George, our beloved English
teacher, touched the hearts of all
When he
said,"I have always
loved my students, but,
ast
onishingly, I seem to love them
More the older they
grow."
The luncheon was a treasured
olVortunity for
your class
re
corder, who continues to seek
information on class members
and
Who
welcomes your assistance.
Bill and Floy ('39) Rogde
celebrated their golden
anniversary Dec. 22 with a dinner
Party shared by their
children and
grandchildren. Let us know of
Other
golden anniversaries, for
they are a
precious milestone.
On Sunday,
March 18, the Rice
DeveloPment Office hosted a
r
eception for scholarship donors
and
awardees. Woodrow W.
Alexander
and met represented our class
many of our 16 scholars.
He was
favorably impressed and
Wished we
were all there to meet
the
students.
NOTE. Several class members
have s
uggested a mini-reunion
during 1990
Homecoming, Nov.
8-11. Please
voice your opinion on
.an informal, early
-evening get!ogether, possibly
preceding the
President's Concert The
Golden
Reunion created
an'
interest in
having another
opportunity to be
together.
Take care!

'39
Class Recorder:
Dorothy Zapp Forristall-Brown
1250 Oakcrest Circle
Beaumont, TX 77706
(409)892-1048
Elizabeth Lord Hall died on Jan.
14, 1990,following a long struggle
with cancer. She was the recipient
of a number of honors in education
and was instrumental in developing
a PTA program in Europe when she
served as president of the European
Congress of American Parents and
Teachers. She also held office as copresident of the Oklahoma
University Laboratory School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Dorothy Zapp Forristall-Brown
writes:
Sam and Frances Bethea, cochairs of our recent golden
anniversary reunion, recently asked
members of the committee for
Sunday lunch in their lovely home in
Baytown. Valerie Fite, Mary
Gibson, Martha Ann and Jess
Hines, Boyd and Pauline Kilgore,
Rita Oldham, Evelyn and Bob
Purcell, Maurine and Maurice
Sullender, Jimmie Alan and Philip
Waters, Laurie and Clay Waters,
Roberta and Charles Wilson, and
Bill Brown and myself attended.
Although we had all just been
together in October, no one wanted
to leave, as we were having such fun
remembering good times and some
not-so-good. We were all sorry to
hear that Mary Gibson and Rita
Oldham had lost their husbands
during the past year. Of course, we
fully agreed that our class was the
best Rice class ever.
For those of you who were
unable to attend our anniversary in
October. I will continue to report
information about class members
who sent in their information sheets
prior to the reunion. If you have not
written in about things that have
been happening to you, please do. If
you have written in, please keep us
up-to-date on your activities. This is
one way we all may stay in touch.
Fran Hamill lives in Bella Vista,
Ariz. She and her husband,
Raymond (now deceased), had four
children: Corley, Sharon, R. Dennis
and Steve. Fran says one is a
computer expert, two are doctors,
and one is a Navy man aboard the
U.S.S. Lake Champlain. Fran does
volunteer work for the Bella Vista
Library and for the Community TV
Association. She also loves to play
duplicate bridge and has traveled for
fun to England, Europe, Greece,
Egypt, Mexico, South America,
Bangkok and Hawaii.
Martha Buhler Cooper and her
husband, Bromley (now deceased),
had three children: David, Ann and
Michelette. David graduated from
the Air Force Academy and retired
from the Air Force in 1987. Ann
graduated from St. Thomas
University and received an M.F.A.
from the University of Houston.
Michelette attended A&I in
Kingsville as an art major. Martha
lives in Kingsville. Texas, but taught
school in Houston, Corpus Christi
and Kingsville. She loves to play
bridge and has traveled to Japan, the
Mexican Riviera, Alaska and
Europe.

John Bush is married to Lucille;
they live in Waco, Texas. They
have three children: James, Kenneth
(now deceased) and Carolyn. They
now have six grandchildren: three
boys and three girls. Bradley,son
of Jim, is a 1989 graduate of Rice
with a B.S. in civil engineering.
Jim's daughter, Melissa, will be a
junior at Rice next year. Bill and
Lucille enjoy fresh-water fishing.
Bill says he enjoys golf and has
been a persistent hunter of deer,
quail, doves and ducks. Bill started
with Magnolia Petroleum in the
geophysical department. In 1945 he
returned to Waco, his hometown, to
work for a local architect/engineer.
Since 1950 he has been selfemployed in partnership with
several architects and engineers.
Since 1970 he and Lucille have
traveled extensively.
Robert(Bob)F. Williams is
married to Jane; they live in Arroyo
Grande, Calif. Bob says from their
front porch they look down upon
the sand dunes by the Pacific
Ocean. They have three children—
Sherrill, Penny and Craig—and six
grandchildren. One daughter is an
operations manager for a major
CPA firm, and the other is an
architect. Bob was a professor at
UCLA Graduate School of
Management for eight years. For 12
years he was president of a
European office for a major
management consulting firm. He
spent 19 years as professor of
management and artificial
intelligence at California
Polytechnic State University. He
has been a consultant to a jet
propulsion lab in artificial
intelligence, to General Dynamics
and to a Canadian firm. While in
Europe, the family toured several
cities in depth. Bob enjoys radiocontrolled model cars and planes.
He was a national nominee for the
Leichester Prize in operations
research.
J. Emerson (Bud) Hirsch is
married to Ina Ann Zell; they live in
Hunt, Texas. Bud retired from
managing natural gas regulatory
compliance for Marathon Oil. He
says he had moderate songwriting
success in the mid-'40s following
his service in World War II. Bud is
an avid golf watcher and player; his
home is located adjacent to a golfcourse fairway.
Edward Samuel Bromberg is
married to Mildred; they live in
Dallas. He is retired as director of
engineering, St. Regis Paper. The
Brombergs have one son, John.
Mildred (Billie) has a tribute fund
named in her honor at Terrel State
Hospital for the Mentally Retarded
after 35 years of volunteer service.
Ed loves to travel and enjoys woodand metal-working and
grandparenting.
Marion Sledge Graybill is
married to Warren J. Graybill. They
live in Kerrville, Texas, The
Graybills have two daughters,
Lynda Beth and Carolyn. One
daughter taught school for 20 years
and is now working on her master's
in counseling. The other daughter
owns H-Bear Clubhouse, a
children's boutique. They have five
grandchildren—one in sixth grade,
two in high school, one at Sam
Houston and one at Baylor. Marion
is a former elementary school
teacher. They have traveled abroad,
but since retirement they have

bought an Avion travel trailer and
spend four or five months each
year touring the "good ole U.S.A."
Marthalynn Elliott Healer
was married to Martin(now
deceased). She lives in Houston.
Marthalynn is a Christian Science
practitioner. Her husband was a
lecturer, and she accompanied him
all over the world. She enjoys
walking, doing needlework,
painting, traveling and working
with computers.
David N.Sharpley is married
to Doris Allred. They live in
Corsicana, Texas, and have five
children: Daniel Jr., Susie, Kay,
William and Bob. David received
his Bachelor of Divinity from
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary in 1947. David was in
the U.S. Navy Reserve from 194044 and was discharged as a
lieutenant. The Sharpleys were
missionaries in Brazil from 194883. David and Doris enjoy
swimming,camping, soccer and
basketball.
Albert A. Sterling Jr. is
married to Virginia Stewart. They
have two children: Anne Sterling
Johnson and Clay A. Sterling.
They live in Houston, and Al is
president of Albert Sterling &
Associates Inc. He says he enjoys
racquetball and gardening.
Marian Smedes Arthur was
married to John Kenneth Stuart
Arthur(now deceased). Marian
lives in Dallas. She has three
children—John Kenneth II, David
S. and Bruce—and enjoys golf and
Japanese flower arranging. She is
ways and means chair for the
Ikebana International Society in
Dallas, serves on the board of
trustees of the Children's Medical
Center and is manager/buyer for
the gift shop in the Dallas civic
garden center located in Fair Park.
She has traveled in Africa, Greece,
Tahiti, Australia, New Zealand and
Fiji. Son David has published a
book, The Oasis Project. Ken ll is
an architect and has just completed
restoration on the J. Frank Dobie
house in Austin. Bruce has a 3year-old daughter, Paige.
Betty Bennett Andrews was
married to Forrest Lee Andrews
'29 (deceased). The Andrews had
four children: McGee Shearer
(deceased), Susan Meyers, Frank
Andrews, and Ben. Betty has 10
grandchildren and one greatgrandson and lives in Houston. She
says,"When I was widowed in
1965, like all widows, I put both
feet in the road—took summer
houses in Mexico--then set off to
see the world." She relates that she
is glad she saw China eight years
ago. Betty also became immersed
in horticulture and used to give
lectures. She is currently enjoying
being a grandmother.
Louise Ashley Smith and her
husband, Edgar T., live in
Houston. They have one son,
Edgar Ashley, who is a state
legislator. Their daughter-in-law,
Peggy B. Smith, is a professor at
Baylor College of Medicine. They
enjoy visiting their summer house
at Harbour Town,Lake Conroe.

'41
Patricia John Keightley writes,"It
has been a busy year that began
with a flurry of activities—all
connected with the harp. In June, I
visited Chicago for the American
Harp Society's 1989 conference at
Northwestern University, Evanston,
where I presented a slide
lecture/recital on Robert Nicolas
Charles Bochsa, harpist, born on
the eve of the French Revolution in
1789, whom I call the 'Bach of the
harp world.' The Pantile Press of
Houston also gave an exhibit of my
compositions and books at the
university.
"I celebrated July the Fourth by
attending the International Harp
Competition at Indiana University,
Bloomington, Ind., where I had
been invited to be an honored guest.
There, I was able to visit with
colleagues from abroad, among
whom were Catherine Michel, solo
harpist of the Paris Opera
Orchestra, Vera Dulova of the
Moscow Conservatory, and Marisa
Robles, professor of harp at
London's Royal College of Music.
Houston's Jane Blaffer Owen
offered one of the prizes in the
name of her beloved New
Harmony. Suzanne Handel, the
winner of the New Harmony Prize,
will receive the award sometime
during the spring in 1990 at New
Harmony, Ind., from Mrs. Owen.
"My latest composition for the
harp, written in collaboration with
the Lawrence Welk Orchestra,
titled 'Prelude to Summer,' has just
been published by the Pantile Press.
The next American Harp
Conference will be held in June
1990, at Trinity College in San
Antonio. I shall enjoy being there
and plan to visit the McNay
Museum, as it has happy memories
for me. When very young. I was
invited by the alumni of the
Fontainbleau School of Music in
Paris, France, to play at the Witte
Museum there in San Antonio. My
mother, Grace Spaulding John, was
a friend of Mrs. McNay, and we
were invited to stay at her beautiful
home, which,of course, is now the

museum. I remember being
awakened in the middle of the
night by the sound of terrible
screams outside my window.
Terrified, I ran into my mother's
room, where she reassured me by
saying that it was only the
peacocks on the terrace.
"I am looking forward to the
World Harp Congress in Paris
next summer. The Pantile Press
will present an exhibit of my
compositions, and I plan to play as
well. My French associates have
been very kind to me over the
years; in the last issue of the
Association International des
Harpistes Journal, Paris, France, a
lengthy article appeared
concerning my composing and my
writing. I shall take the
opportunity while in Paris to once
again do a bit of research in the
Bibliotheque Nationale, and go on
to London to do the same in the
British Museum and Library. My
mother used to say,'Everyone
should have a cart—and push it.'
So I am pushing..."

'42
Class Recorder:
Oscar Hibler
P.O. Box 27266
Houston, TX 77227
(713)621-7272

'43
Class Recorder:
Peggy Johnston Gibbons
474 Sandy Mountain Dr.
Sunrise Beach, TX 78643
(915) 388-6659
Peggy Gibbons writes:
Mary Olivia "Liv" Fuller
Orfield expects to receive an
advanced degree in psychology
from Union Institute sometime
next year. Also, because writing is

0.W.L.S. Unite
At its regular monthly meeting on Feb. 27, the Owen Lister Literary Society alumnae recognized members of the Class of 1943for
50 years of membership. Among those receiving certificates signed
by Cecilia Low '91, president of the campus OWLS.,were(L-R)
Carolyn Tomek Dessain, Joyce Kimbell Brannon, Margaret
"Skeeter" Lewis Banes, Willa "Dado" Burnham Coffman, Opal
Smith Sumners, Mary Katherine Washburn Reitz, Nancy Allen
Blakemore Renaud, Pat Crady Zumwalt and Lucy Craig Cavenaugh Wright. Absent, but remembered, at the Farnsworth Pavilion event were Laura Louise Peden Clark, Evelyn Simmons Cooper, Lucretia LaGarde Gravis, Mary Olivia Fuller Odield and
Gladys "Happy" Atkinson Wylie.
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Courtly Behavior
Joyce Pounds Hardy '45 (center) was honored at halftime of the Feb. 9 Rice-Texas women's basketball
game as part of National Women in Sports Day. Hardy, a member of the Rice Board of Governors and
athletics committee, was the first woman president of the Association of Rice Alumni, the only woman to
have served as head ofthe Owl Club and has long been concerned with Rice athletics. Joining her at Autry's center court were head of women's athletics Martha Hawthorne (far left), Rice athletic director
Bobby May (far right) and—to Joyce's surprise—four of her grandchildren serving as ball boys-and-girls
at the game,(L-R)Sam, Jenny, Shannon and Jamie.

as necessary to Liv as breathing,
she has two books in the works,
both dealing with psychology,
one co-written with her husband,
Barney.
Residents of northern latitudes
who were lured to Texas for
winter visits included Grace
Picton Wise and Harry, of
Hartsdale, N.Y., Alec "Tex"
Bayless and Fain, of Seattle,
Wash., and Bob and Halora
Adams Burleson of Westfield,
NJ. A highlight of the
Burlesons' visit was the sighting
of 36 whooping cranes on the
Gulf Coast. This occurred during
an outing with Steve and
Hortense Manning Dyer and
Elizabeth Philbrook Rack and
Hap '38.
Francese Moran Tusa and
Theo '45 are parents of a March
bride. Francese recently
completed a year as president of
the Blue Chip Investment Club,
whose 25 members also include
Hortense Dyer, Catherine
Coburn Hannah and Ann
Wallis Dorsey, outgoing
secretary. The members meet
monthly to gloat or groan over
their investment portfolios.
A recent recording by a
University of Houston cellist
features the piano
accompaniment of Betty Ruth
Robbins Tomfohrde, a tenured
professor at U. of H.
Winter was transition time for
Margaret Freeman Deaderick
and John, who left their beautiful
lakefront home near Burnet to
move to Austin.. Jim Hargrove
headed the First Presbyterian
Church's committee in search of
a new pastor.. Ruth Lentsch
Goines spent cherry blossom
time in Washington, D.C.,
visiting her youngest son, Tim,a
student at George Washington
University. Her summer itinerary
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includes Paris, Rome and
Oberammergau for the Passion
Play.
Did you spot Reggie Dugat's
quote in Betsy Parish's Houston
Post column? He was
remembering the Institute's
golden era of free(more or less)
entertainment found at The Huddle
on South Main and at that
hedonistic shrine on Bissonnet,
Nickel Joe's. Also, State Senator
John Leedom's proposed
amendment to pending legislation
earned him a paragraph in the
"Capitol Gallery" feature of The
Dallas Morning News.
In February, classmates bade
their farewells to Ralph Anderson,
who will be remembered both for
his devotion to Rice and for his
outstanding architectural
contributions to mass
entertainment.

'44
Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Road
Houston, TX 77005
(713)529-2009
Francis Archer is now working
"for periods of one-to-three weeks
per month" in out-patient medicine
following the closing of his regular
office. He is on "sort of a paid
vacation" following 33 years of
work in internal medicine.
Class of '44 members write:
The 45th reunion of our class
held at The Houston Country Club
was an enjoyable event for all
present. The reunion was so
successful that Al Foujol wants to
make it an annual affair. Including
spouses, 160 persons were present
for cocktails, dinner and dancing to
the music of Kit Reid Jr., whose
orchestra includes Hugh Saye.
It was wonderful to see Mary
Jo McGinnis Hayes, all the way
from San Diego: she invites

everyone to come enjoy their
beautiful view of the bay and San
Diego skyline. Mary Sumners
Wischmeyer and Carl came all the
way from New Jersey; their
daughter is a Rice grad, and would
you believe their granddaughter is a
Rice sophomore? The award for
changing the least should go to Pat
Trammell Bowman, Winston
Manry and Lamar (Bill) Davis. It
looked perfectly normal to see Bob
Amerman with camera in hand.
Glenna Russell Clayton, who
lives in Colmesneil, also came to
the luncheon on the Rice campus
the next day and enjoyed visiting
with Mary Clarke Jarvis
McKenzie, who's been back in
Houston now for several years.
Betty Fagan Burr was here
from Nacogdoches, where she has a
very successful accounting
practice; Herndon taught biology
at Stephen F. Austin until his death
in 1987. Ethel Levy Goren from
Denver was seen visiting with
Freda Lewis Fox and Richard, and
with Harriet Leff Bishkin and
Harold, who drove in from El
Campo. The Austin contingent
included Bryant and Mary Dee
Bradley, Roger and Eunice
Tucker Geibel, and Harry and
Shirley Dent Ellison. Jim and
Betty Ruth Rupley Allen came in
from Lake Jackson; Betty Ann
Anderson Noble and Ralph '48
came from their farm in Willis,
where they retired about a year ago;
Woody Woodward and his wife,
Betty,came from Dallas. They live
in Dallas, but Woody works in Fort
Worth. Frances Hermon Ward
and John came from Amarillo; she
is more or less retired from her own
commercial design firm, and John
from his architectural practice.
Joan Logan Hartt and Ray,
from Abilene, and Suzanne Tracy
Haden and Charlie had a good
time recalling campus days.
Arnold and Frances Majors
Ferguson came from Gretna. La.,
where they've lived since 1945.
Charlie Sydow and Barbara were
seen visiting with Miriam
Ormerod Matthews and Charlie.
Temple Looney,from Beaumont,

seemed to enjoy visiting with
Winston Manry and Jane, and
with Jimmy Terrell and Betty.
Jimmy is semi-retired from Los
Alamos National Laboratory,
where he's been working almost
since he got his Ph.D. in physics.
Jimmy, Winston and Hugh (Saye)
have all kept in close touch since
their Rice days. June Whittington
Baldridge and Bette Reistle Pierce
shared a table with Mippy Powell
Brownlee, who came in from
Snyder, and Carolyn Knapp Hohl,
who came in from Tomball.
Elizabeth Thompson Sloan and
Frank came in from Kingwood,
where they are enjoying retirement.
Unfortunately, there's not enough
space to mention everyone who was
there; bouquets to co-chairs Maribel
Spiller McCleary and Joyce
Winning Nagle for putting together
a fine party.
All members of the Class of'44
attending the reunion were given a
directory of our extended class and
"Footmarks from Class of Fortyfour," a biographical sketch
compiled by Bonnie Sue
Wooldridge from those who
answered questionnaires. Bonnie
Sue has done an outstanding job in
preparing this information. The
directory and "Footmarks" may be
obtained by sending five dollars to
Bonnie Sue Wooldridge, 3507
Elmridge, Houston,TX 77025-4111.
Proceeds from sales will go to The
Rice Scholarship Fund, which our
class is underwriting.
Also, if you started with the Class
of'44 but graduated later because of
the war or other reasons, you can
designate '44 as your preferred class
by contacting Susan Baker in the
Rice Alumni Office.

'48
Class Recorder:
Mary Sue Fox Grace
13511 Kingsride
Houston,TX 77079
(713)467-7927
Mary Sue Grace writes:
Joy Vittitoe was present at the
January seminar of the Society of
Rice University Women. Joy's
husband died in November 1988.
Her two daughters live in Houston,
and she enjoys her grandchildren.
Marion Merseburger Freeman
and her husband, J.H. Freeman, keep
busy with many activities and
travels. J.H. retired from Baker &
Botts a few years ago but still is
active there, collaborating on the
memoirs of the company. The
Freemans have three children:
daughter Caroline Freeman '79 is
employed with an accountant in
Houston; Cindy Freeman is with
MBank following graduation from
the University of Colorado at
Boulder; and Robert Freeman '84
is a resident physician at Memorial
Hospital in Corpus Christi. Marion
does volunteer work with the
Bluebird Circle and is active in First
Methodist Church and Rice groups.

'49
Class Recorder:
Tempe Howze Attwell
3806 Essex Green
Houston,TX 77027
(713)622-1784(home)
(713)665-1489(office)

at the Fine Arts Museum.
We have had an exciting spring
in the Hill Country; the Ingram
Tom Moore Warriors won the 2A
basketball championship. I am the
librarian at the high school.

'55
'53
Charles F. Cook is on special
assignment for Phillips Petroleum
until reaching retirement at the end
of the year. He is working as vice
president with principal
responsibility for alternative motorfuel development.
The Billy Ed Daniels Memorial
Fund has been established to
endow a scholarship in the Rice
Athletic Department. Daniels was
an outstanding member of both the
football and track teams, and he
was an excellent student as well.
Daniels was very actively involved
at Rice. He was chair of the board
of directors of the Rice Center, and
he was on the Rice University
Fund Council.
Recipients of the Billy Ed
Daniels Memorial Scholarship will
be selected based on both their
academic and athletic skills.
Contributions to the scholarship
fund are welcome and may be sent
to: Billy Ed Daniels Memorial
Fund, Rice University, P.O. Box
2932, Houston,TX 77252-9900.
Julia Martin Luce is medical
director of community psychiatric
services for two counties and an
Apache reservation in northeastern
Arizona.

'54
Class Recorder:
Mary Anne Collins
P.O. Box 271
Hunt, TX 78024
Mary Anne Collins writes:
Charles Tapley, architect for
the new Notre Dame Catholic
Church in Kerrville, attended the
dedication in January. The church
has a beautiful openness inside and
an exterior of native stone, but
what makes it unique are the
objects that Charles designed: the
stained-glass windows, the 14
small windows symbolically
depicting the stations of the cross,
the altar, lectern and ambo made of
pecan, and the tabernacle and
baptismal font of copper, tin and
pecan.
Mike Kelley, selected to fill a
vacancy on the Federal Reserve
Board, has now been appointed to a
full I4-year term.
Carol Smith Johnston,
attending seminars on early Texas
architecture at Round Top, ran into
Frances and Ed Heyne and Lorena
Ruland Hicks, who were also at
the lectures. Lorena has opened a
bed and breakfast in the Brenham
area. Part of Frances and Ed's preColumbian collection is on exhibit

Tom Biggs "has been a visiting
plastic surgery lecturer/professor
in Switzerland, Brazil and Canada
during the past year." He is the
chair of surgery at St. Joseph's
Hospital in Houston.

'56
Class Recorder:
Maurine Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston,TX 77019
(713)522-3705
Edward J. Fox Jr. writes that he
has divorced and remarried. He
reports that merging families with
Joanna Pittman Fox in November
1989 gives them a combined total
of II grown children.

'57
Class Recorder:
Dixie Sick Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77079
(713)468-5929

'58
Class Recorder:
Phyllis Walton
4233 Harpers Ferry Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205)870-0332

'59
Class Recorder:
Tommie Lu Maulsby
2256 Shakespeare
Houston,TX 77030
(713)664-5042

anesthesiologist at the Texas Heart
Institute. Their son, David, is a
sales manager for a commercial
audio firm and lives in Dallas with
his wife, Rhonda."
Sue Donna Doolen (Jones) writes,
"I received my M.B.A. from the
University of Illinois at Chicago in
June 1988. We moved back to the
Pacific Northwest in January 1990.
I have two children: Stephen, a
sophomore at Illinois State, and
Jane, a freshman in high school."

'62
Congratulations to Wilkes Berry
(Ph.D.), recently elected president
of the board of directors of the First
Texas Council of Camp Fire. Berry
is associate vice president for
academic affairs at Texas Women's
University.
Virginia Bernhard (Ph.D.'71)is
the author of A Durable Fire, a
novel that details the history of the
Jamestown settlement from 16091622.

'61
Class Recorder:
Nancy Burch
3311 Stoney Brook
Houston, TX 77063
(713)781-3634

Ann
McNeill Goldstein "is a
Professor
at Baylor College of
M
edicine in the cardiovascular
sciences section. She directs
re
search on muscle contraction at
the m
olecular level in heart and
skeletal muscles. In conjunction
with a
current NASA project on
the
effects of micrography on
heart
morphology for COSMOS,a
joint U
An .S./Soviet space mission,
spoke at the Ames Research
Center in early
March. Her
Professional activities include
Metnbership on the executive
Committee
of the American Heart
Association's basic science
Committee, and she is biological
director
for the Electron
Microscopy Society of America.
in May she will be
honored by the
WCA of
Houston at its annual
Outstanding Women's Awards for
her
pioneering research in high5°48e
microscopy.
"Ann's husband, Alex
Goldstein, is a cardiovascular

Robert L. Collett was elected
president of Milliman & Robertson
Inc. on Jan. 30, 1989. Collett has
been with the consulting firm since
1966.
Joe M. Hamner died on Aug. 17,
1989, at Overlook Hospital in
Summit, N.J. Joe is survived by his
wife, the former Shirley Laughlin
'63, daughter Leslie Hamner '93,
son Scott, his sister Betty Sue
Peabody '63 and his mother, Olga.
Joe had a successful and varied
career with Exxon, including
assignments in Houston, Midland,
Corpus Christi and Kingsville,
Texas; Gillette, Wyo.; London,
England; and New York City. Joe's
last position was as vice president
of the gas department, Exxon Co.
International, in Florham Park, N.J.
Joe was a recognized leader in the
petroleum industry and a strong
contributor to the communities
where he lived and worked.
Shirley and the family have
established a scholarship fund in
his memory. Contributions may be
made to the Joe M. Hamner
Scholarship Fund, Rice University
Development Office, P.O. Box
1892, Houston, TX 77251.

'63
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
1065 Greenwood Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-9779
(415)321-2052
Fredericka Meiners joined
Myriad Software in Houston as
vice-president.
Rick Lilliott(Wiess) has left
private practice to join the Houston
CPA firm of Dillashaw, Hawthorn.
His daughter, Marty, is considering
Rice; she graduates from Memorial
High School this spring. Daughter
Elizabeth is a senior studying
Spanish and anthropology at the
University of California, Berkeley,
and son David is at the University
of Houston.

Lynda Harper Kelly (Jones) will
be leading an architectural tour of
France for AIA in September.
Ernie Peck (Ph.D.'66) writes:
"Just a note to let you know about
a good friend and Rice alumnus,
Sharilyn Stanley. Sharilyn
graduated in 1979, went to
medical school at Baylor College
of Medicine and did her residency
in internal medicine at the
University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences, where she also
served as chief resident. In 1987
she accepted a fellowship at the
National Institutes of Health to
work in the laboratory of Anthony
Fauci and pursue her study of
immunology and allergic diseases.
She is now certified in
immunology and allergic diseases.
At the moment Sharilyn is
somewhere in Africa for a few
weeks, tracking down clues to the
origin and treatment of AIDS.
"As for me, in October I
accepted the position of dean of
the College of Science and
Mathematics at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. I moved here
from the National Science
Foundation in D.C., where I was a
rotating program director for
physiological processes. At that
time I was also on leave from the
University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences, where I was
professor and chair of
biochemistry and molecular
biology from 1982 until 1989. I
am enjoying my new environment
in the desert west and do hope that
old friends will contact me when
they are in Las Vegas to share
their wealth. I can be reached at
the university through the College
of Science and Mathematics."
M.David Tilson III returned to
his hometown of Texarkana,
Texas, to speak at the Texarkana
Gala 116th Birthday Party. He is
working in New York as a
surgeon for Roosevelt and St.
Luke's hospitals.

'65

Our son is 19 and a freshman at
the University of Puget Sound.
"Bakerites in Salt Lake include
Bill McWhorter and Jack
Hamilton '69, and David Head
'75 until last summer. Hope to
make the reunion this year."

'70
Quita Russell has been elected to
Habitat for Humanity
International's board of advisers.
The organization is a non-profit
Christian housing ministry
founded by Millard Fuller.
Russell will be among the more
than 200 advisers who counsel
Fuller.

'66

'73

James E.(Jay) Bailey has been
named the Chevron Professor of
Chemical Engineering at the
California Institute of
Technology. He specializes in
biochemical reaction engineering
and has been at Caltech since
1980.
John Durham has been appointed
director of the News and
Information Service at the
University of Texas, Austin. He
previously worked for the Austin
American Statesman.

'67
Peggy Stolte McCaskill(Jones)
writes,"Last fall, a book I
illustrated entitled River Walk
Resident was published and is
selling here in San Antonio. I also
teach drawing to adults, do freelance artwork and invest. The
book was written by Judith
Durham Martelli, daughter of
Rice graduates Mary Lee
Ashburn Durham '34 and
Harvey Durham '30. Speaking
of graduates, alums from the San
Antonio area should really come
to our fun AAARG gettogethers."
LeAnne Schreiber '67(Jones),
retired deputy editor of the New
York Times Book Review, is
receiving admiring comments on
her nonfiction journal, Midstream
(Viking), a narrative of her
experiences living in upstate New
York and losing her mother to
cancer.

Dick Howard has recently
published a number of books,
among them Defining the
Political(1988), The Politics of
Critique (1988), a new edition of
The Marxian Legacy(1987) and
La Naissance de la Pens&
Politique Americaine(1987)—
soon to be here in its English
translation.

'68

Ed Mineau (Baker) writes,"After
25 years it must be time for a
note. From Rice, I went to
Southwestern Medical School,
interned at the University of Utah,
spent three years in Germany with
the Air Force and returned to Utah
for a radiology residency. After
five years on the faculty of the
University of Utah, I entered
private practice at St. Marks
Hospital, where I am chair of the
radiology department. From 198889 I was president of the Utah
Radiological Society.
"My wife, Geri, is a sociologist
working in demographic research
and just published her first book.

'69

Valerie Grigassy has been living
and working in El Salvador for the
last three years. She worked there
as a nurse/trainer for health
promoters.

Class Recorder:
Kathleen Callaway
8, rue Leon Blum
33400 Talence
France
Congratulations to David L.
Roberts, recently appointed vicepresident of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.

Russell H. Brown (Ph.D.) was
named the co-recipient of the Alan
H. Yorkdale Memorial Award in
1989. The award is given to the
author(s) of the best paper on clay
shale, concrete or sand-lime
masonry for the year (July 1988July 1989). Brown is professor
and head of civil engineering at
Clemson University.
Edward R. Dykes(Lovett) is
"back at General Electric as
manager of N.D.E. development"
as of last October, when he was
laid off by Amdata. He worked
there as vice-president and general
manager.
Richard Sommers(Ph.D.) writes,
"In September 1964, I began my
graduate work in history at Rice
after having received my
bachelor's degree from Carleton
College in June of that year. June
of 1989 thus marked the 25th
anniversary of my graduation
from Carleton. On that
anniversary, the first year of
eligibility for the Class of 1964,
Carleton conferred on me the
status of 'Distinguished Alumnus
for Achievement in Scholarship.'
Out of a class of 400, I was one of
three graduates to be designated as
'Distinguished.' Whatever
'achievement in scholarship' I
may have made in Civil War and
military history studies, the
graduate work I pursued at Rice
under the inspired direction of
Frank Vandiver was crucial to my
professional development. For it, I
am most grateful to the university
and to him."

'71
Lois Kincheloe Cox (Jones) is
now assistant dean of the
University of Iowa Law School.
Robert W.Evans' firm, Kohn
Pedersen Fox, was recently
honored as the recipient of the
AIA's 1990 Architectural Firm
Award. The award is given to
firms that have produced
"distinguished architecture" for a
minimum of 10 years.

Gwenn L. Hibbs has been elected
by the Federal National Mortgage
Association Board of Directors to
the post of vice president for
legislative analysis. Hibbs joined
"Fannie Mae" in May 1987 as
director of legislative analysis.
Donna J. Starnes has been
named senior vice president of
corporate planning for Associates
Corporation of North America.
The Associates is a consumer and
commercial finance company;
Starnes joined it in 1980.

'74
Tom Berg (Baker) is now
working with the public
defender's office in Houston and
is a captain in the Army Reserve.
Sincerest apologies to James
Wilhoit(Will Rice, M.C.E. '75)
whose letter last month was
mistakenly mis-attributed. It is
thus James Wilhoit who wrote,"I
was recently selected for
promotion to lieutenant
commander in the civil engineer
corps of the Naval Reserve. I'm
enjoying my civilian job with the
Seattle school district capital
improvement program. We've
entertained several Rice alums
this year at our new house in
Renton, including Bob Frick
(Will Rice), Paul Reinhardt '76
(Sid Richardson), Jim Tucker
(Will Rice) and Joe Weismiller."
Sara Vaux '74(Ph.D.) writes that
her son, Bert, is a Mellon
Fellowship regional finalist and
number-one reserve for a
Marshall Scholarship. A student
of historical linguistics, he spent
last summer in Armenia. On April
1, Sara is moving to a hundredyear-old house in Chicago—six
blocks away from her office at the
University of Chicago. She is an
adviser there.

'75
Greg Benesh and Dana Tanner
Benesh '76 are on sabbatical in
England, where Greg is associated
with the Cavendish laboratory in
Cambridge. They plan to return to
Waco, Texas, next August.
Geoffrey Glidden has been
inducted as a fellow of the
American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons. He joins a
fellowship of more than 15,000
orthopaedists.
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Bill Mullane (Hanszen) has been
selected to participate in
Leadership Austin, a leadership
development program sponsored
by the Austin Chamber of
Commerce. He also serves on the
local steering committee that has
prepared a downtown revitalization
proposal for a regional/urban
design assistance team from the
American Institute of Architects.
He chairs the community
organizations committee for Keep
Austin Beautiful, a non-profit
community service organization
that has won both statewide and
national competitions for its litter
prevention and recycling programs.
Mullane also writes,"In my spare
time, 1 maintain an architectural
practice in Austin and an
architectural position at the
University of Texas."
Julius Smith III (Lovett) writes,
"In addition to working on music
and signal processing at Next Inc.,
1 am now an associate professor in
the music department at Stanford
University. I teach and pursue
research on new musical
instruments."
Lorn C. Tryk has been named a
partner in the architecture firm of
McHugh, Lloyd and Associates,
causing the name to be changed to
McHugh, Lloyd, Tryk—Architects.
Tryk has been with the Santa Febased firm since 1983.

'76

marketing of fine-display
holography. These companies
provide consulting and laboratory
services through the use of a
complete electro-optics
laboratory, which I have
constructed on the premises. I
welcome any inquiries and
contacts from Rice alums
regarding work in these fields."
Bevans Welder (Hanszen) writes,
"I can't remember when I last
submitted any information. My
wife, Anne (daughter of Martha
Lou Broussard '57, currently
with the geology department), and
I have four children: Corinne (5).
Bevans (3), Catherine(2)and
Elizabeth (born Oct. 30, 1989). I
resigned as president of the First
National Bank in Beeville, Texas,
and began to preach full time,
primarily in Hispanic Baptist
churches in Beeville. In August,
we moved to Pensacola, Fla.,
where I am attending Pensacola
Bible Institute."

'78
Class Recorder:
Rhonda Hale Kreger
14370 Paddock Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
(407)798-0710
Raul Alvarado is back in school
at the University of South
Carolina. He is seeking master's
and Ph.D. degrees in computer
science following his work at the
University of Costa Rica, where
he was chair of the computer
science department.
Theodore Andrews(Wiess)and
his wife. Elizabeth, are "living
(and working, too) at the U.S.
Embassy in Paramaribo,
Suriname." They describe it as "an
odd country—the descendants of
escaped slaves are at war with the
ancestors of ex-slaves, and
Amerindians are at war against
both. There are some hopes for
peace, however." Also,"Please
look us up if you're in the area or
in Washington in September."

Colleen Fitzpatrick sends this
update: "After I left Rockwell
International, where I served as a
member of the technical staff until
1987. I went to work for Spectron
Development Laboratories in Costa
Mesa,Calif. At SDL, I served as
principal investigator for the
NASA Lite Laser Program, a threecolor laser that was the first to be
designated for launch aboard the
space shuttle, scheduled for 1992. I
also served as holography
programs manager, designing and
performing experiments in the
areas of holographic nondestructive testing and aero-optic
holography. I am now the director
of research at my own company,
Electro-Optic Consulting Services
(EOCS), providing expertise in the
areas of laser design and
diagnostics. I have a second
company. Hologos Ltd.,
specializing in the production and
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John Carbon is now a tenured
assistant professor in the music
department at Franklin and
Marshall College. He joined the
faculty there in 1983.

'79
Class Recorder:
J.C. Puckett
435 E. 70th #6-F
New York, NY 10021
(212)872-6711
Vickie Bell (Hanszen)"married
Tom Schnorr on Nov. 27, 1989."
She says,"Tom is a clinical
pharmacist with a home healthcare company. He raced sailboats
for Baylor when I raced sailboats
for Rice. We race on the same
sailboat now."

Sydney L. Free(Hanszen) writes,
"I left Deloitte Haskins & Sells as
senior tax manager in July 1989,
just prior to their merger with
Touche Ross. I am now the
corporate tax manager for Imperial
Holly (formerly Imperial Sugar).
I've been traveling between
Houston and Colorado Springs
about 70 percent of the time, as our
largest subsidiary, Holly Sugar, is
located there. The weather in
Colorado Springs is fantastic, not
to mention the light traffic. I hope
to get some skiing in during the
next couple of months. I was chair
of the class of'79 10-year reunion
held at Rice. Everyone had a great
time, and our hard work was worth
it
Al Gonzales has been elected to
chair the advisory committee for
the Real Estate Center at Texas
A&M. The committee advises the
Texas A&M board of regents on
matters of staffing, budgeting and
research.
Elizabeth Bennett Hare has been
appointed associate artistic
administrator of the Chicago
Symphony. Hare was formerly
orchestra manager of the Honolulu
Symphony Orchestra.
Sue Hulbert (Baker) married Ned
Moan in September 1988. They
report that their first child. P.1.,
was born on Sept. 23, 1989. The
family is "all well in Watertown,
Mass."
Joan Pflugrath Lubben '83
(Jones) writes,"From the Winter
1990 issue I noticed that my
brother, Jim Pflugrath, who is
known for his unwillingness to
answer family letters, is still alive
and well. Perhaps one of his
illustrious classmates could tell me
if he ever received the Christmas
present I sent him?"
John Nicol(Sid Richardson)
writes,"As some of you already
know. I have taken a job with ICF
Inc. in the Washington, D.C., area.
ICF is a multinational engineering
consulting firm with work in
energy, chemicals and the
environment. I will be working in
the energy division, which is called
ICF Resources. In addition to
working with the Gas Research
Institute, Department of Energy,
and other various government
agencies. I will be working
extensively with various major and
independent oil companies. My
projects range from a single well
evaluation to field and basin
studies. The office is located about
eight miles from the capitol and the
major monuments, as well as the
Georgetown and Old Town areas."
Collyn Peddie has been named a
shareholder in the law firm of
Jenkens & Gilchrist, P.C. She
practices in the litigation section of
the firm's Houston office.

S. Mark Wilhelm has been named
the recipient of the Sam Tour
Award for 1989. Wilhelm is the
engineering leader for Cortest
Laboratories Inc. in Cypress,
Texas. He was recognized for his
paper,"Galvanic Corrosion Caused
by Corrosion Products."

'80
Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
9555 Cloverdale
San Antonio, TX 78250
(512)523-1820(home)
(512)342-6063(work)
Joel Lilly (Hanszen)"will finally
graduate from his residency in
urology at U.C.S.D. and will join
the Seattle Urological Associates in
August." He hopes to "fit in a
wedding prior to the move."
Cindy Pincus Miller(Baker)
writes,"I married 'a man who
surpassed my wildest dreams,' a
true 'superman,' Harris Gordon
Miller, a lawyer, at the Harvard
Club in Manhattan in May 1989.
The Rice alums present included
Martha Rinehart Wampold '82
(Baker), Chaz Wampold '82
(Baker), Christopher Knoll
(Baker), Edward Burke '82
(Baker), Amy Grossman Coburn
'81 (Hanszen), and Robert Lewis—
visiting faculty. I completed a
residency in ophthalmology at
Baylor College of Medicine in
1988, and lam now in private
practice on Park Avenue in New
York City. Harris, who's lectured
on practice management for the
American Medical Association, is
my number-one adviser."

'81
Congratulations to Chris Chu, who
was recently named an associate of
the architectural firm Woo &
Williams.
Steve and Beth Kahn (Will Rice)
write,"We recently abandoned the
flat, hot, humid Gulf Coast in favor
of the misty mountains of
northwestern Washington. Steve
left IBM to become a program
manager for Microsoft. Beth left
NASA to become a professional
mother. Our brood has expanded to
three: Ben (7), Alex (4)and Sara
(1)."

Keith Meehan (Wiess) writes,
"1989 was a landmark year for
me—I got married, changed jobs,
bought a house and turned 30. I
married Leslie Rugg in October; the
wedding was in Yosemite National
Park, and we honeymooned in
Thailand. There weren't a lot of
Rice people at the wedding,
perhaps due to California state laws
prohibiting public gatherings of
more than two former Rally Club
members. However, my brother
Tom Meehan '80(Sid Richardson)
was there, as was Carl Strickland
'77, Dave Pendarvis(Wiess) and
Christine Klander '86.
"I'm working at StrataCom,
where I manage a group of software
engineers including one Owl,
Danny Kwok '87.1 like the job
and would compare it to herding
cats. Leslie and I live in Sunnyvale,
Calif., and would welcome visitors
as long as it wouldn't violate parole
restrictions."

'82
Gregory DeSalvo (Sid Richardson)
writes,"I received my Ph.D. in E.E.
this past May from the University
of Delaware. I am now working as
a post-doc at the National Bureau
of Standards, and I'll be getting
married in the spring."
Mike Guth (Sid Richardson) has
been appointed an investment
banker and manager of quantitative
finance with Deutsche Bank Capital
Markets in London. The firm is a
subsidiary of Deutsche Bank AG,
the largest commercial and
investment bank in Europe. He
invites all of his Rice friends to
visit should they go to London.
Bryan Hill was married to Sherry
Servers on March 10, 1990. Don
Coontz'83 was a groomsman.
They report,"The wedding took
place in Sacramento, Calif. The
reception was a big hit, due mainly
to a group from Texas and Rice
including Ken Sills '83, Mark
Durkin '83, Doug Michlich '83,
Erik O'Keefe '83, and a phone call
from T. Roger Ford '83, who lives
in Holland. What a bash."
Kevin Honnell(Wiess) writes,"I
finished my Ph.D. in chemical
engineering at Princeton in January
and am presently working as a
postdoc in the polymer physics
group at Sandia Labs in
Albuquerque, N.M."
Henry Johnson (Lovett) is now
working for Trammell Crow Co. in
San Diego, Calif.

'83
Donald Clayton has been elected a
member of the Institute of
Management Consultants. He is
now a certified management
consultant with American Metro/
Study Corporation in Houston.

Dirk DeMott(Lovett)sends "some
highlights of the past six years:
received master's degree from
Berkeley; best man in Buddhist/
Christian wedding in Jakarta.
Indonesia; visited a friend in
Sendai, Japan; recent trip with
Joe Veltri '84 to visit Nazi
scholar Norm Goda in Germany;
currently checking out the East
Coast and pursuing a Ph.D.,
studying nonlinear optics at
Cornell."
Ann Jordan Gartner (Baker)
writes,"My husband, Allan, and I
have relocated to Rock Hill, S.C..
just outside the Charlotte area.
I'm working as the process safety
coordinator at the Celriver
Hoechst-Celanese site in Rock
Hill. We and the three cats are
doing fine and look forward to
seeing other Rice alumni in the
area.
"I've kept busy in the years
since graduation by volunteering
in rape crisis intervention. I've
enjoyed peeking at each new crop
of freshmen through the process
of alumni interviewing.
"I talked to Theda DanielsRace '83(Baker) and Paul Race
'81 (Sid Richardson) in Durham,
N.C. Theda is a professor of
electrical engineering, and Paul is
a doctor at Kaiser-Permanante.
"Other Baker grads, please
write in Sallyport what you are
doing now. It is the first page I
turn to each edition."
Paul Godec recently enjoyed the
distinction of having an article
published in The Urban Lawyer.
a law journal. Godec co-authored
"Taxation Innovations: Enhanced
Sales Tax Incentive Programs."
Amy Howell Wayne is now a
third-year law student at U.T. She
expects to receive her degree in
May 1990.

'84
Peter and Julie Campo(Wiess)
write,"A few things have
transpired since we left Rice in
1984, and we thought we might
bring you up to speed. We are
now living in Munich and will be
here through the end of 1990.
Peter is doing a post-doc at the
Technical University of Munich.
He finished his Ph.D. in Chem. E.
" at Caltech in October of 1989.
Julie changed occupations from
teacher to full-time mom when
daughter Laura was born in
October of 1986. Julie intends to
return to teaching German one
day and is taking advantage of
the Germany stay to perfect her
skills. Before we left Southern
California. we saw several Rice
alumni at TGs organized by
Doug Gardner '83 and Kevin
Clark '83(Sid Richardson). who
are at PL. We would be happy to
hear from any Rice friends who
may be in Europe in 1990."
Michael Friedman (Hanszen)
writes,"Let me catch you up to
date: after working for Dr. Pat
Reiff of the Department of

miss all the rest of the Rice folks
and would love hearing from you."

Postgame Pleasures
Following the Rice-Georgetown basketball game this spring, Rice
alumni metfor a postgame reception at the Largo Student Center of
Prince George's Community College. Enjoying the festivities were
(1--R)David Phillips '85, Jeanne Cooper '84, Bill Studebaker '77
and Ian Hersey '84. ,

Space Physics and Astronomy
before, during and after finishing
uP my coursework at Rice, I
worked for Lockheed Engineering
and Sciences Co. at Johnson Space
Center for approximately two years.
In 1987, I went west to attend
UCLA, where I received my M.S.
le planetary science in June 1989. I
then moved up the coast to San
Francisco in November (just
missing the earthquake) and am
Presently working as a research
engineer in the exploration
programs group of the NASA space
flight programs office of Lockheed
Missiles & Space Co. in
Sunnyvale."
Peter Hoick (Baker) has been
traveling
the world since May
1989. His itinerary has included
Mexico, Guatemala, the western
United States, Canada, Hawaii,
Bali, Malaysia, Thailand, Nepal and
India.
Craig P. Lesser has joined the law
firm of Ehlert, Weisler and Betts in
Brenham, Texas. He previously
Worked as assistant district attorney
for that
area.

'85
_Class Recorder:
David Phillips
6013 Ridgeview Drive
Alexandria
VA 22310
(703)960-9249
'1_1:lee Baker (Lovett)"married
_9
Harold
E. Selesky on Dec. 20,
I 89, in
New Haven, Conn. Karin
,86
(Lovett) was maid of
honor
Haven. They

are

living in

New
Anianda Gerdeman Chin writes,
‘13fYar: Chin and I
married on Sept.
30, 1989, in
Fremont, Calif. My
Rice r
oommates, Lisa Berman '86
and
Carolyn Ovaitt '86, were
uleMbers of
the wedding partyAlso
celebrating with us were Mike
andStefany Eck, Mimi Sullivan
86,Greg
Stahl '83, Jim Ivey '84,
L
bisa Yee '84, Dave
Shrader and
ruce
Aichler '84. After the
wedding, Bryan and I enjoyed a

week in Hawaii before returning to
work. We are currently living in
Fremont, south of San Francisco,
where we purchased a home last
spring. I continue to work at ESL
Inc. in Sunnyvale. During my three
years with ESL, I attended Stanford
University on a part-time basis and
completed my M.S.E.E. degree one
year ago. Bryan and I are enjoying
a more relaxed pace now that our
wedding activities are over."
Michael Cunningham was named
by Tennessee Gov. Ned McWherter
as a regional representative in the
governor's Memphis office.
Cunningham previously worked as
a graduate assistant basketball
coach at Memphis State University.
Kathy Gryta (Jones) writes,"I've
been 'beyond the hedges' for five
years now,so I guess I should
update all the Rice folks on what
I've been doing. After graduation in
1985, I moved to Austin to work on
a master's in geology at the
University of Texas. I expect to
finish it this May. I started teaching
high school full time in August
1986—I teach geology and physics.
"I married Brian Gryta of
Buffalo, N.Y., in June 1987. The
ceremony was in Houston. The
matron of honor was Elizabeth
Leeds Nuchia '84(Jones), and
other members of the bridal party
were Lorinda Driskill '82
(Hanszen)and Karen Handschy.
Also present were Jason Hadley
'81 (Hanszen), Steve Peterson '84
('Hanszen) and Steve Nuchia (Sid
Richardson). Brian and I bought a
house in Buda, about 15 miles south
of Austin.
"Our most exciting news is that
last Dec. 9 we had our first little
one—William Robert Gryta, a.k.a.
Billy. I'm enjoying staying home
with the kid this spring. His dad
doesn't know it, but I'm already
playing the MOB tape to the baby
so he'll know which school to cheer
for.
"I still follow Rice sports
whenever I get the chance—the
newspapers here are printed in
burnt-orange ink, but some news
does manage to filter through. I
keep in pretty close touch with Liz
Nuchia and Lorinda Driskill, but I

Chris Launch, USAF, writes,
"Having been promoted to captain
recently, I'm now being paid much
more money to do what I did as a
lieutenant. As taxpayers, you might
think of this not as losing a very
junior officer in on-the-job training
at full (if meager) pay, but rather as
trading him in for a slightly more
senior junior officer performing
less space systems management per
dollar. Over the past four years,
those duties have included
management of computer
installations at satellite ground
stations in the U.S. and Australia
and working as a shift manager for
orbital testing of a new missile
warning satellite. After my current
brief stint on the Space Systems
Division staff, I'll move on to
assembly of satellites and boosters
for launch...I'm trying to build a
career in both the space biz and
California, if the Air Force will let
me."
Congratulations to Navy Ensign
Peter G. Olson, who recently
completed his first solo flight as
part of primary flight training at the
Naval Air Station in Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Nancy Piotrowski(Brown) writes,
"I completed my master's degree in
clinical psychology at the
University of Houston in July of
1989. In January of 1990, I passed
my comprehensive exams and
entered doctoral candidacy. In
September I will begin a full-year
internship at the Veterans
Administration Medical Center
here in Houston. I am hoping to
wrap up the Ph.D. in clinical
psychology by August of 1991."
Chris Taylor (Baker) and Lori
Bryngelson '84(Baker) were
married on June 13, 1987, in
Houston. They relate that,"In
1986, Lori had transferred to U.C.Berkeley to be near Chris and in
that same year got engaged. At the
wedding in 1987 were Can
Jacobsen '86(Baker), several
members of the Monkey's Den
(Baker '86 men) and Gary Woods
'88(Sid Richardson)." Lori
continues,"I graduated from
Berkeley in May 1988 with high
honors in biochemistry and moved
on to work as a research assistant
with SRI International, working on
the molecular biology of
Alzheimer's disease. Having
decided that lab work wasn't for
me, I enrolled at Stanford in the
teacher education program and an)
earning my master's in education
and my teaching credentials while
teaching chemistry at a local high
school. I am loving it!
"Chris worked for Lockheed
Missiles and Space in Sunnyvale,
Calif., for four years as a research
engineer in the areas of space
antennae and electromagnetics. He
then decided that a career change
was in order and was sworn into the
U.S. Navy in August 1989 to enter
pilot training. He successfully
completed Aviation Officer
Candidate School in December
1989 and received his commission
as an ensign. Chris is currently
flying T-34Cs at NAS in Corpus

Christi. He is shooting for jets.
Thus, less than a year ago. Chris
and I were living the Silicon
Valley yuppie life, and now we're
living the poor, struggling student
life 2,000 miles apart. In June,
however, I'll graduate and we'll
be together again."
Brian Tucker (Sid Richardson)
writes that, after graduation, he
"worked as a production engineer
for SOHIO in Lafayette and then
in Houston. In August 1988, he
was married to Cheryl Vance.
After a honeymoon in Venezuela,
he left for the Wharton School of
Finance at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia."
Tucker will receive his MBA in
May 1990 and expects to join
Deloitte & Touche Management
Consulting in New York City
following a trip to Texas.

'86
Eric Bradner (Wiess)is touring
Australia, New Zealand and the
Cook and Fiji Islands, following
his trip to Europe in summer 1989.
Congratulations to Kenneth
Forrester Colina, recently elected
to membership in the Alpha
Omega Alpha medical honor
society at Baylor College of
Medicine.
Scott and Kathryn Elder '85 are
the proud new parents of Samuel
Scott Elder. They say,"We still
live in Fort Collins, Colo., where
Scott works in the marketing
department of Hewlett-Packard's
workstation division and Kathy is
slowly finishing law school at the
University of Colorado. Over New
Year's we celebrated Sam's
baptism with John Elder '83 and
Elizabeth Hinson Elder '83(both
Hanszen). Also present were their
daughter, Catherine, Bill Creager
'83(Hanszen)and Angela
Hooper Creager '85 (Will Rice)."
Carolyn Oraitt(Jones) writes,"I
have returned to school and expect
to receive my Master of
Architecture from Princeton in
February '91."

Andover, Mass. Witnessing the
event were Scheleen Johnson,
Ken Owens, Dave Cole, Kristin
Stoneking, Cath Sargent,
Suzanne Staggs, Maureen
Willcutts Griggs (all Jones), Sam
Griggs (Lovett), Eric
Wasserman (Will Rice), Tracy
Sharp (Hanszen), George and
Michelle Pettit (Lovett) and
Shoichi Kubodera." The
Petersens are "now living in
Boulder, Colo. Monica's working
at IBM. Tim is working at the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)."
Linda Haugen Vickery says,
"We are thoroughly enjoying our
little girl. This past August we
moved into a new house. We also
enjoyed visiting this past summer
with Migi McGrath '87(Brown),
Mary Ann Logan Tawney '87
(Brown)and Jes Gould '89(Sid
Richardson). I've decided to
remain at home and be a full-time
mother. So far, it's definitely the
most challenging and wonderful
job I've ever had."

'SS
Millicent Coil writes,"Since
August I have been in graduate
school at Stanford. I'm working
toward my master's/Ph.D. in
mechanical engineering. There are
lots of Rice people out here. I see
Cathy Shin (Lovett)frequently;
she works in the Bay Area. Karen
Flack '86(Lovett) and Carl
Gooch (Hanszen) are also in
graduate school at Stanford."
Sharon Ebner (Lovett) says,"I'm
working for Hewlett-Packard in
the Bay Area and keeping up with
other Rice grads Amy Millard
(Wiess), Chris Giles(Wiess)and
Spencer Greene (Sid
Richardson)."
Mary Elizabeth Finch is in her
second year of the Ph.D. program
in social psychology at the
University of Michigan.
Spencer Greene (Sid Richardson)
"moved this month to Hachioji, a
suburb west of Tokyo, to spend

most of this year on a fellowship
from the American Electronics
Association." He says,"Friends
who will be passing through Japan
on business or pleasure are invited
to look me up,through mutual
acquaintances."
Cathy Shin (Lovett)"escaped from
Westinghouse to a job with a
smaller private company,
Associated Process Controls, still in
the San Francisco Bay Area." She
says,"I see Millicent Coil(Lovett)
and Chris Nikirk '89(Will Rice) a
lot out here. I went to Japan for a
couple of weeks with John Telford
'85(Lovett) in November. There
tend to be a lot of Rice grads in the
San Francisco area. People sighted
living or visiting out here include
Dan Lasko '86(Lovett), Dan
Wallace (Jones), Ben Matthews
'89(Hanszen), Patty Auerbach
(Lovett) and Monique Baldwin
(Lovett)."
Jack Wang is currently in the
M.B.A. program at the University
of Houston. He has been busy
"publishing papers to SIAM,
NASA/JSC and AUTOFACT/
ROBOT 14 since graduation."

'89
Navy Ensign Charles R. Neal has
completed the Officer
Indoctrination School at the Naval
Education and Training Center in
Newport, R.I.
Keith Thompson (Wiess) writes,"I
was evicted from my apartment in
January. I found better lodgings
closer to work and for cheaper rent.
DePeche Mode fans rioted in
Beverly Hills a few days ago, and
an earthquake rocked L.A. some
time earlier—a 5.3. L.A. is the only
connection there. I am working
part-time as a host in a Dim-Sum
bar. Stay tuned..."
Alyson Gabbard Wilson (Brown)
"married Greg Wilson on Aug. 12,
1989." She says,"I am currently in
the Ph.D. program in statistics at
Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburgh, Pa."

'87
David Ball (Ph.D.) writes,"I have
accepted a job as assistant
professor of chemistry at
Cleveland State University,
starting in September, following a
long, hard search. Omigod—that's
in Ohio!"
Gary and Sara Greer(both
Hanszen) write,"We moved to
Kauai, Hawaii, in October 1989
and absolutely love it. Gary is
flying every day, and Sara is
working in the accounting
department on base. We have a big
house on the beach with lots of
room for visitors. We would love
to hear from our friends from
Rice, so please write or call."
Monica Marquez and Tim
Petersen (both Jones) were
"married Sept. 2, 1989, in

Tele-fun
Bob Dalton '53 spent part of his recent evenings calling prospective
donors during the 1990 Rice Telefund. Carolyn Delhomme Jackson
'49 and Elizabeth Allspach Baber '60 coordinated efforts of the
more than 300 Houston-area alumni and student volunteers who
participated. The three-week event in late January and early February raised a record-breaking $278,219 in Annual Fund pledges
from 3,006 alumni.
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New Arrivals
Because their parents sent in birth
announcements, thefollowing
'future alumni" received Rice bibs
compliments ofthe Association of
Rice Alumni.
Ben Primer '71 and his wife,
Terry, announce the birth of David
Neal Primer on Dec. 20, 1989.
David Bunch '78 and Michelle
Weiss announce the birth of
Benjamin Alexander Bunch on
March 15, 1989. David is now an
assistant professor at U.C.-Davis in
the graduate school of
management.
Clayton R. Gollnick '78(Lovett)
and his wife. Rebecca, announce
the birth of Katherine Rebecca
Gollnick on Oct. 13, 1989.
Susan Klinke Schurdak '78
writes,"Our 2I-month-old
daughter, Elizabeth, now has a
baby sister, Natalie, born Feb. 16,
1990. Mark and I now live in
Bloomfield. N.J., but expect his
career to land us in another state in
the near future."
Donde Batten '79(Brown)and
her husband. Daniel, announce the
birth of Diana Elizabeth in July
1989. She joins sister Emily
Catherine, 3.
Sue Hulbert '79(Baker) and her
husband, Ned Moan,announce the
birth of their first child, P.J., on
Sept. 23, 1989. The Hulberts live
in Watertown, Mass.
Karen Gren Johnson '79(Jones)
and her husband. Mark, announce
the birth of Alexander Christian on
Jan. II, 1990.
Rich Koehler '79(Sid
Richardson) and his wife. Kelly,
announce the birth of Katherine
Anne Koehler on March 14, 1990.
Jim Lancaster '79(Will Rice) and
his wife, Ann Shaw Lancaster '80
(Brown), announce the birth of
Katherine Harte on April 23, 1989.
The baby has "a terrific big
brother, Matthew Gerald (6)."
Steve Sailer '80(Sid Richardson)
and his wife, Carole, announce the
birth of Matthew Sailer on May 15,
1989. They report that he "has
already spoken dozens of English
words and, we presume, scores of
words from other languages that
we don't happen to speak."
Cindy Stegemeier '80(Jones) and
her husband, Mark '81 (Lovett),
announce the birth of Eric Ryan on
Nov. 21, 1989. Their first child,
Christopher Scott, was born Feb.
19, 1987.
William Louis Cunningham '81
(Wiess) and his wife, Lisa Branch
Cunningham '81 (Baker).
announce the birth of Deborah
Michelle Cunningham on Nov. II,
1989. They say,"She was
delivered by her mother and father
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following an eight-minute labor.
Her big sisters Rebecca, 5. and
Rachel. 2-and-one-half, are proud
of the new addition." They live in
Kingwood,Texas, where William
is head of computer graphics at an
engineering consulting firm.
Melissa Martin Greene '81
(Hanszen) and her husband, Steve,
announce the birth of Emily Anne
on Dec. 13, 1989. Melissa is
"taking a break from music therapy
and will be caring for the new
arrival full time."
John F. Hunnell '81 (Wiess) and
his wife, Denise Jackson Hunnell
'81 (Brown), announce the birth of
Marie Elizabeth Hunnell on Jan. 8,
1990. The Hunnells reside at
Moody AFB in Valdosta, Ga..
where John pilots F-I6 planes and
Denise is a family practice
physician.
Brian McGeever '81 (Wiess)and
his wife, Patricia, announce the
birth of twins on Dec. 11, 1989—
Katherine Laura and Samuel
Stephen McGeever. Brian is
finishing his fourth year as an
athletic trainer at St. John's School.
Cecile Closmann Brink '82
(Jones) and her husband, Rinse,
announce the birth of Elizabeth
Anne Brink on Dec. 25, 1989.
Carol Dowdy Robinson '82
(Jones) and her husband, Bill,
announce the birth of their second
child, Daniel Bryan Robinson, on
March 16,1990. Daniel joins a
brother. Kyle, who was 2 on March
19. The family lives in Bellaire,
Texas.
Susan Makinson Scheibner '82
(Jones) and her husband, David '85
(Ph.D.), announce the birth of their
first child, Alexander "Alex" James
Scheibner, on Jan. 6, 1990.
George Brooks'83(MBA)and his
wife, Ashley, announce the birth of
John Wood Brooks on Feb. 17,
1990.
Robyn Sutton Lee '83(Jones) and
husband, George, announce the
birth of Scarlett Elizabeth Lee on
Dec. 18, 1989.
Steve Wilkerson '84(Lovett) and
Janet Greenberg Wilkerson '85
(Lovett) announce the birth of
Joseph Jackson Wilkerson on Jan.
23, 1990. They report that their
first son. Walt, is 2-and-one-half
years old now.
Mark Brumback '85(Lovett) and
his wife, Donna, announce the birth
of Ashley Claire Brumback on
Nov. 13, 1989.
Kathryn Cage Elder '85 and her
husband, Scott '86(both Hanszen),
announce the birth of Samuel Scott
Elder on Nov. 7, 1989. The family
lives in Fort Collins, Colo.
Kimberly Andrews Espy '85
(Will Rice) and Paul M. Kaufmann
announce the birth of Seely
Andrews Kaufmann on Dec. 30,
1989. They write,"Kim is finishing
her doctoral degree in clinical
neuropsychology at the University
of Houston. Currently, she is
completing a clinical and research

practicum at Yale University Child
Study Center, where Paul is a postdoctoral fellow."
Art Gelber '85 and his wife. Ann,
announce the birth of Samuel
August on June 1.1989.
Kathy Gryta '85(Jones) and her
husband, Brian, announce the birth
of their first child, William Robert,
on Dec. 9, 1989."His dad doesn't
know it, but I'm already playing the
MOB tape to the baby so he'll know
which school to cheer for," she
writes from Austin.
Kent Meeks '85(Baker) and his
wife, Ann Grubbs Meeks'85
(Brown), announce the birth of
second child Kelsey Ann on March
8, 1990.
Rudy Smith '85 (Will Rice), along
with Michelle and Jill, announce the
birth of Bailey Josephine Smith on
Nov. 12, 1989.
Stephen Carl '86(Jones) and his
wife, Christie Chapman Carl '84
(Brown), announce the birth of
Geoffrey Bradshaw Carl on Oct. 30,
1989. They report,"People say he
looks just like his father, sans
moustache. Stephen, by the way,
has a new job as a consultant with
Federal Express in Colorado
Springs."
Steven and Kathy Coterill Laplant
'86(both Hanszen) announce the
birth of John Allen Laplant on Nov.
18, 1989.
Linda Haugen Vickery '87
(Brown) and her husband, Caise,
announce the birth of Amanda
Haugen Vickery on Nov. 26, 1989.

In Memoriam
Joe W. Davis, coach of football and
basketball from 1962-1990, on Jan.
5, 1990.
Paul Kennon,dean of the Rice
School of Architecture and former
faculty member, on Jan. 8, 1990.
Jess L. Bonner '20 on Jan. 3, 1989.
Sven P. Helland '20 on Feb. 14,
1989.
Nancy Dupre Johnson '20 on July
15, 1989.
Oscie Alice Sanders '20 on Nov. 2,
1989.
Eleanor E. Turner '20 on Feb. 3,
1990.
Carolyn Lydia Crockett '21 in
1989.
Laura Elizabeth Copland '24 on
Jan. 5, 1990.
George Kohfeldt '25.
Coy W. Mills '25 on Jan. 2, 1990.
Eugenia May Newberry '25 on
Jan. 10, 1990.
Lloyd Byrd Quinby Sr.'25 on
Dec. 30, 1989.
Geraldine Jennings Dyer
Schneider '25 on Feb. 25, 1990.
Mary Louise Truett '25 on Feb.
19, 1990.
Doris L. Bullock '26 on Jan. 19,
1990.
Margaret E. Crofton '26 on
Feb. 16, 1990.
Trammell C. Lacey '26 in
1988.

Margaret Lester McCament
'26 on Jan. 10,1990.
Nell Elizabeth Wies '26 on
Feb. 14, 1988.
William H.Farmer Jr.'28 in
1989.
Fred L. Trube '28 on Dec. 2,
1989.
John H.Wright '28,longtime
patron of Fondren Library, on
Jan. 7, 1990.
Stephen A. Foote Jr.'29 on
Jan. 12, 1990.
Ernest N. Mills Jr.'29 on Jan.
4, 1990.
Mary Sanford Seltzer '29 on
Feb. 9, 1990.
Tom B. Bond '30.
Wynne Louis Creekmore '30
on Dec. 3, 1989.
Homoiselle Hayden Fay '30 on
Feb. 6, 1990.
John H. Hailey '30 on Feb. 9,
1990.
Minerva Elizabeth Rodell '31
on Oct. 24, 1989.
George F. Finley '32 in
November 1989.

Henry A.Jahnke '32 on Jan. 8,
1990.
Mary Ann Lynch '32 on June 24,
1989.
F. Scott Glover 111 '34 on Dec.
15, 1989.
Eva Mae Buxton Herridge '34
on Jan. 1,1990.
William G. Pollard '34 on Dec.
26, 1989.
Clarence Shult '34 on Dec. 20,
1989.
Mary Jane Hewley Cunningham
'36 on Jan. 4, 1990.
John Walter Sylvester '36 on
Dec. 27, 1989.
John Robert Martin '37 in 1989.
Elizabeth Lord Hall '39 in
January 1990.
H.T."Boots" Witherspoon Jr.
'39 on Feb. 21,1990.
Townsend Miller '41 on April 4,
1989.
Ralph A. Anderson Jr.'43 on
Feb. 3, 1990.
Kathryn Derr Clarke '43 on Feb.
14, 1990.
Bryant P. Arterbury '44 on April
8, 1989.
James Ashley Brewer '44 on
Nov. 8, 1989.

John S. Tang '44 in 1987.
Harold G. Morris '45 on Dec. 8.
1988.
James W.Cobb '46 on March
18, 1989.
Maurice V. White '46 on July I.
1989.
Eugene L. Clonts '49 on Jan. 9,
1990.
Harold Bill Lovejoy '50 on Dec.
24, 1989.
Arthur E. Nall '54 on Aug. 3,
1989.
Frank Williford III '55 in
November 1989.
Paul Henry Mengden Jr.'60 on
Dec. 18,1989.
Joe M. Hamner '62 on Aug. 17.
1989. Memorial gifts may be sent
to the Joe M. Hamner Scholarsh1P
Fund in care of the Rice
University Development Office.
Jack Carleton Cook '65 in
November 1989.
James Byron Smith '68 in 1988.
Gary L. Grether '69 on Jan. 19.
1990.
Paul K. Graves Jr.'81 on Jan. 5.
1990.
Michael D. LaRue '86.
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What Do You Think?
Editor's Note: Thefollowing two letters present
the "pro" and "con" arguments concerning
Whether or not members ofthe board ofthe Association ofRice Alumni should be elected by popular vote. Currently, ballots are sent to all alumni
for voting, but a nomination system is being considered. Please send your opinions on the issue
to the Association ofRice Alumni,P.O.Box
1892, Houston, TX 77251.

Nominations,
Not Elections
question the need to have elections to the
Rice alumni board. We have plenty of other
elections in which to exercise our democratic franchise. Having had friends nominated for the board only to lose, I believe the
alumni association loses far more than it
gains by subjecting its candidates to competition for places.
In 75 years, Rice has grown from a tiny
school to a small school. The total number
of alumni barely exceeds 25,000. In the nature of things, only a fraction of those will
Maintain an active interest in the school and
the alumni association. Both the association
and the school need all the enthusiastic
alumni they can muster.
Yet in each year's ballot, the nominating
Process throws 12 leaders of the alumni association against each other on a ballot.
\rear after year, the high quality of the candidates on this ballot amazes me. Their
achievements impress me. They are a tribute
to the school. There is no reason for six of
them to lose.
That is doubly true when the elections do
not even represent a majority of alumni. A
ktiflY fraction of the alumni elect the alumni
"oard. In 1988, only 14 percent of alumni
v°ted. In 1989, that fraction increased—by
00e, to 15 percent.
I think the nominating committee
should
simply propose a list of names to the
,llortni board. The board can consider them
'en executive session and pick six. The alumni
.,,a° continue to vote for alumni governor.
_Lhat is doubtless the highest honor an alumUS or alumna
can aspire to.
d A friend of mine from undergraduate
tiaYs has become an oil-and-gas executive in
tmston. He is widely considered one of the
:
iad.ers in his industry. He has maintained
8
in Rice, serving on the Rice Fund
Ninterest
um'for several years and taking on many
assignments.

I saw him just before my first alumni
board meeting. He told me he had been a
candidate himself for the alumni board.
"They put me up against one of the most
popular politicians in Houston," he said.
"You can imagine how that election turned
out."
He lost. He has not dropped out of Rice
altogether, but surely his enthusiasm for
Rice affairs has slackened. His is not an isolated case. As I look over the list of unsuccessful candidates, I see many who should
have been alumni board members.
I served on the nominating committee
this year. I suggested several names of outstanding alumni who would continue to
invigorate the alumni board. They had either made outstanding contributions to the
world at large or to Rice.
When the nominations closed, I remembered my executive friend who had lost his
election. I realized that some of the friends I
had proposed might well lose.
I could only recall the words Mark Twain
quoted from the man who was tarred and
feathered and ridden out of town on a rail.
"If it hadn't been for the honor of the
thing," he said,"I might have resented it."
—William Pannill '62

Elections,
Not Nominations
The level of commitment and dedication
that one attains as a result of contested ballot elections circulated among all members
of the Association of Rice Alumni cannot be
equalled by an appointed few.
Recent discussions by some ARA board
members have been focused on the idea of
appointed board seats versus elected positions, which are submitted to a vote by all
ARA members. Having been both a successful and unsuccessful candidate for various
offices at Rice as a student, and having been
elected to represent all members of the ARA
on the board, I believe that removing the opportunity to vote for the nominee of one's
choice to be a serious mistake.
While membership response to recent
elections has languished in the 10-to-15
percent range and the cost of handling such
elections continues to increase, allowing
every Rice alumnus/a to cast a vote is the
only way to ensure that we maintain a wellrounded, broad-based, geographically diverse set of directors who can effectively
represent the best interests of everyone as a
whole.
—Jay Barksdale '83

Hit the Road,Sam
If you've become bored with your surroundings, plan a vacation.
The Association of Rice Alumni Travel/Study Program offers
well-planned trips for adventure, education or both. For additional information on these trips, contact the alumni office at
(713)527-4057. Prices are approximate.

Treasures of Old Russia and Central Asia
Oct. 31-Nov. 17, /990
Professor 0.Jack Mitchell of the Rice School of Architecture will
accompany this special opportunity to witness perestroika firsthand. In addition to stays in Moscow and Leningrad, travelers
will visit the medieval cities of the U.S.S.R., including Suzdal and
Vladimir, and will be treated to a full day in Bukhara, historic
center of the Uzbek and the oldest city in Central Asia. Mitchell's
expertise and interest in the history of urban development will
add further enjoyment to the exploration of these areas. Approximate cost: $3,995.

Let us hear from you

„ Joy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why
nreturn the favor — drop us a line and a(preferably black and white) photo
.g(
,..Nallyport, Office of University Relations, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
0Married?
CI Promoted?
[2] Moved?
A
"
- 4 US details.

CINew Job?
EITake a Trip?

0New Baby?
0See a Classmate?

0Back in School?

Li Other?

Nanie

Class
College

Address(Li New)

Christmas in Oaxaca
Dec. 22-28, 1990
In addition to its 16th-century architecture, 27 churches, two
museums,Indian outdoor market, and proximity to archaeological ruins, Oaxaca is known for its colorful fiestas, and Christmastime is no exception.Posadas, processions from one inn to another re-enacting Joseph and Mary's quest for lodgings, are held
in a different church every night through Dec. 24. On Dec. 23,
"Night of the Radishes," the entire zocalo is set up with booths
from end-to-end displaying large, carved radishes in the shapes of
everything imaginable. Christmas Eve features processions from
the various churches of Oaxaca to the zoccdo with decorated
floats, music, dancing and fireworks. In addition to participating
in the festivities, Rice travelers will have the opportunity to visit
the Pre-Columbian site of Monte Alliau for a complete tour of the
ruins and to the sites of Mitla and Yagul, complete with lecture.
Trip will be accompanied by Pre-Columbian art expert Mimi
Crossley. Approximate cost: $1,175.
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Parting
Shots
Pre-Summit Serenity
The serene, early summer façade of
Lovett Hall masks a flurry of activity on
the Rice campus as the university prepares its buildings and grounds for the
1990 Economic Summit of Industrialized Nations. The Summit plenary
sessions will take place on campus July
9-11, as President George Bush meets
with the leaders of the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Italy, Canada, Japan
and the Commission of the European
Communities. Sallyport will feature
full coverage of the Summit in the Fall
1990 issue.
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